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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF ·lrHE MEETING
JANUARY 21, 1986
Present: Kenneth Snitger, Kaile Warren, Douglas Damon, Richard Blanchard,
Philip Gleason (arrived after approval of minutes) and Robert
Littlefield, C.E.O.
Absent:

Alton Warren and John Sevee

The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM.
III o Approval of Minutes
A. Richard Blanchard moved that the minutes of the December 17, 1985
meeting be approved as written.
Douglas Damon seconded.
IV.

Vote: Unanimous

Hearings and Presentations
The Board agreed to review a requested change for the approved Site
Plan of Atlantic Telecommunications prior to Item A (Dictar Associates).
Richard Morhauser, Atlantic Telecommunications and Francis Gagnon were
present to review with the Board the Department of Transportation's recommendation that Atlantic Telecommunications relocate their driveway to
the Northern corner of their property and not use the Gagnon 50' rightof-way. Atlantic Telecommunication had been granted approval to use the
50' right-of-way.
Upon further review of the site, DOT requested that Atlantic use a private entrance onto Route 100 rather than the 50' right-of-way. DOT has
voided the approval to Charles Doolittle until further review has been
done of his proposed restaurant entrances.
Board concerns discussed were the location of the proposed new entrance,
drainage (DOT would require a culvert be installed), proximity to water
courses and septic system leachfield (Mr. Morhauser indicated a new location for the leachfield had been found) and traffic visibility.
Douglas Damon moved to accept the revised driveway entrance for Atlantic
Telecommunications near its northern boundary and that an amended Site
Plan be submitted by the applicant indicating the location of the entrance, changes in the parking lot and location of the new leachfield.
Richard Blanchard seconded.

Vote: Three in favor
Kaile Warren opposed
Philip Gleason abstained

Philip Gleason removed himself from the meetinga
A. Dictar Associates - Tim Hassett - Cumberland Fairways Cluster HousingWinn Road
Tim Hassett and Attorney Ron Ward, representing Dictar Associates, reviewed with the Board modified plans and the status of the project to
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date. The Town's special attorney for this project was also present for
discussions (Tom Leahy).
Mr. Hassett indicated that the boundary survey had been finalized and
distributed modified plans showing 2' contours and the adjustment of
fairways to maximize use of land. Under the new proposal, the total number of acres has been reduced to 86.8 (East side 48.18 acres and West
side 38.61 acres). The total number of house lots has been reduced from
47 to 35 with 20 lots proposed on the East side (range 26,000 to 82,000
sq. ft. with an average of 42,000) and 15 lots on the West side (range
26,500 to 67,000 sq. ft. with an average of 44,000). Mr. Hassett indicated the average lot frontage would be 150 ft., however, lot frontages
were not indicated on the plan.
Among Board concerns and topics reviewed and discussed were:
• need for and location of easements
• calculations used for determining net residential acreage
(65.78)
• location of flood plain (6 acres)
• development suitability and use of 13.6 acres West of CMP
land (including CMP crossing approval)
• railroad crossing (liability, maintenance, buffering, traffic use)
• sewage system (located in Falmouth - Cluster Chamber system
with pump stations in Cumberland)
• drainqge
• criteria of Cluster Housing Provisions
• organization and structure of Falmouth Country Club and Homeowners Association (ground lease, responsibilities, rights __
and obligations of members)
The Board requested that Dictar Associates provide them with a draft
of the Homeowners Association By-laws, railroad crossing liability
agreement, the determinations used for calculating net residential acreage and the area allocations for roads (15%), streams/watercourses
(2 acres), flood plain (6 acres), plus the areas utilized by greens,
tees and fairways.
Prior to deciding on the Cluster Housing concept, the Board will review
the calculations for net residential acreage and land area allocations.
The Board set a workshop for February 4, 1986.
B. Charles Doolittle - Terrines Restaurant - Site Plan Review - 80 Gray
Road
Mr. Doolittle withdrew his request to appear at this meeting pending
further study of the restaurant entrances. He will be placed on the agenda
for the February 18, 1986 meeting.
C. David Kitchen - Preliminary approval for RSP Subdivision - End Crystal
Lane
Mr. Kitchen withdrew

his application for subdivision approval.
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V.

Unfinished Business
A. Lawrence Crane - Subdivision Revision - Route 88
Mr. Crane reviewed with the Board his plan to alter the private roadway
and cul-de-sac.
Richard Blanchard moved that the amended plan be approved as submitted.
Douglas Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

B. Subdivision Ordinance
Workshop February 4, 1986 - Final draft revision
VI.
VII.

New Business
None
Correspondence
1). 1/10/86 - letter from David Kitchen withdrawing application for
RSP Subdivision approval.
2). 1/21/86 - letter from Town Manager, Robert Benson, regarding a
subdivision amendment relating to engineering costs. The Board
agreed the Chairman would respond.
3). 1/21/86 - letter from Dennis Sheehy, President Schooner Rocks
Assoc., regarding blasting by Housing Resources for Schooner
Ridge off Route 88. The Board agreed the Chairman would respond.
The Board discussed the Town of Yarmouth's proposal to by-pass its Main
Street. The Board agreed that the Chairman would inform the Council of
its review of the matter.

VIII.

Agenda Preparation
• February 4, 1986 Workshop - Dictar Associates and Steve Butler (subdivision revision
• February 18, 1986 - Dictar Associates Public Hearing for Preliminary
Subdivision approval, Charles Doolittle - Terrines Restaurant - Site
Pl an Review

IX.

Adjournment
Douglas Damon moved that the meeting be adjournedo Richard Blanchard
seconded.
The meeting was adjourned at 10:45PM.
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
FEBRUARY 18, 1986
Present: Kenneth Snitger, John Sevee, Richard Blanchard, Kaile Warren, Philip
Gleason (arrived after approval of minutes) and Robert Littlefield,
CEO
Absent:

Douglas Damon and Alton Warren

The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM.
III.

Approval of Minutes
A. Richard Blanchard moved that the minutes of the January 21, 1986
meeting be approved as written.
John Sevee seconded.

IV.

Vote: Unanimous

Hearings and Presentations
A. Dictar Associates - Tim Hassett
Winn Road

~

Cumberland Fairways (Cluster Housing)

Tim Hassett of Dictar Associates requested that he be placed on the
agenda for a workshop session at a later date. Tuesday, March 4, 1986
was scheduled. The Chairman informed the Board that the Town Engineer
had received most of the items needed for review of net residential
acreage and the Town Attorney (Thom~~ Leahy) had received some of the
information requested for his review.
V.

Unfinished Business
A. Subdivision Ordinance
Action on this matter was tabled until the March 4 workshop. The
Chairman informed the Board that Steve Butler, COG, would make final
draft copies of the revisions available for Board review prior to
the meeting. The Chairman notified the Board that he has asked Attorney Ken Cole to review the waiver provisions of the ordinance and
that E.C. Jordan's report concerning construction standards would be
available for review.

VI.

New Business
A. Michael F. Gotto (Courbron Gotto Associates Inc.) - Joesph Tierney
Subdivision - Pre-application Review - Greely Road (R2/1A)
Mr. Gotto and Mr. Tierney reviewed with the Board plans to develop a
12 lot subdivision off Greely Road. Mr. Gotto indicated that all lots
would meet the minimum lot size and road frontage requirements.
Among concerns discussed was the need for on-site septic disposal,
subsurface drainage, access to Michael Edes property, type of housing proposed and road construction (built to town standards for future town approval) .
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The developer was instructed to submit a formal application and to
proceed with preliminary engineering studies (soil tests, flagging
lots and road, drainage) for Board review at its next meeting. An
on-site inspection will be scheduled at that time .
B. 1. Robert Littlefield, CEO, informed the Board that the moritorium on
Special Exceptions is due to expire on February 22 and that New England Telephone will be going before the Board of Adjustment Appeals
for a Special Exception permit in March and before the Planning Board
for Site Plan Review in April for the construction of a communications
building on Chebeague.
2. The possibility of having a summary of Subdivision Ordinance revisions made available to the public prior to public hearings was
discussed.
3. The Chairman informed the Board that Realty Development Group
(Walte'r Corey, et al) representing Cumberland Village Housing Associates has requested to meet with the Board March 18 for an informal
presentation concerning their proposed apartment complex on Tuttle
Road.
VII.

Correspondence
The Chairman distributed a letter from Attorney Thomas Leahy regarding
Dictar Associates' proposed Cumberland Fairways development .

VIII .

Agenda Preparation
Workshop - March 4, 1986 - Dictar Associates and Subdivision Ordinance
discussions.
Meeting March 18, 1986 - agenda items to include:
• Dictar Associates - Planned Public Hearing - Preliminary
Approval
• Subdivision Ordinance - Public Hearing
• Cumberland Village Housing Associates - Informal
• Michael F. Gotto - Pre-preliminary review

IX.

Adjournment
Philip Gleason moved that the meeting be adjourned. Richard Blanchard
se~onded.
The meeting adjourned at 7:45 PM.
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
MARCH 18, 1986
Present: Kenneth Snitger, Richard Blanchard, Douglas Damon, Kaile Warren,
John Sevee, Robert Littlefield, CEO. Philip Gleason arrived late.
Absent:

Alton Warren

The Meeting was called to order at 7:10.

IIIo Approval of Minutes.
A. Richard Blanchard moved that the minutes of the February 18, 1986
meeting be approved as written.
John Sevee seconded.
IV.

Vote: Unanimous

Hearings and Presentations
A. Public Hearing - Dictar Associates - Cluster Housing Development
t~inn Road
John Sevee and Philip Gleason removed themselves from discussion of this
matter.
The Chairman reviewed the status of Dictar Associates' proposal before
the Board, after which, Tim Hassett of Dictar Associates reviewed the
Developer's request to apply the cluster provisions of the Town's Zoning
Ordinance to its proposed Cumberland Fairways Subdivision. Mr. Hassett
also reviewed and described the number and size of lots, acreage, project organization and land uses for both sides of Winn Road.
The meeting was opened to the Public. Public comment centered on the results of a traffic study for the area from the Oulton farm to Route 9.
The Public portion of the meeting was then closed.
Board questions and concerns reviewed included the proposed ground lease,
sewer system, Homeowners rights regarding golf course and net residential
acreage figures for both sides of Winn Road. Upon review and discussion,
the Board found the following Findings of Fact:
1. The Applicant proposes a single subdivision with twenty (20) lots
having an average density of 40,446 square feet on the easterly side of
Winn Road and with fourteen (14) lots having an average density of 49,679
square feet on the westerly side of Winn Road, which subdivision is to
be known as Cumberland Fairways.
2. Of the proposed total of thirty-four (34) lots, twenty (20) lots are
separated from the other fourteen (14) lots by a public road (Winn Road),
and three (3) lots on the easterly side of Winn Road are separated from
the other eleven (11) lots on the easterly side of Winn Road by the Central Maine Railroad.
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3. The Planning Board finds that Winn Road and the railroad location
are not major physical barriers so as to prevent the land areas and lots
so separated from being considered as a single subdivision by the Planning Board.
4. The Applicant proposes to dedicate and lease to the Falmouth Country
Club, a non-profit corporation established for the ownership and operation of certain golf course facilities in the Towns of Falmouth and Cumberland, certain portion of the Applicant's land in the Town of Cumberland
on the easterly side of Winn Road. Such land is proposed to be owned by
the Homeowners Association made up of owners of house lots in the proposed
subdivision in Cumberland and also a proposed subdivision in Falmouth.
The lease of the golf course property would retain fee ownership in the
Homeowners Association and would allow other outdoor recreational uses by
all lot owners in Cumberland and Falmouth that do not otherwise interfere
with the proposed golf course use. All Homeowners Association members,
upon application, will have the right to be social members in the Falmouth
Country Club; and may also apply for full golfing membership and be treated
the same as all other applicantso
5. The Planning Board finds that the proposed use of land area on the
easterly side of Winn Road for golf course purposes is within the intent
and meaning of the Cluster Housing provisions of the Zoning Ordinance,
Section 409, as common open space, subject, however, to Board approval
of the terms of the ground lease to the Falmouth Country Club.
6. The Planning Board finds that the common open space on the easterly
side of Winn Road to be used by the golf course facility is not sufficiently close to and available to the lots proposed for both the easterly
and westerly sides of Winn Road such that it therefore is not common
open space available to both sides and cannot be used to reduce the density requirements for lots on both sides of Winn Road.
7. The Applicant proposes to dedicate as common open space a certain portion of the Applicant's land located westerly of the Winn Road and further
westerly of a parcel of land owned by Central Maine Power Company and used
as a transmission line. The Applicant has submitted evidence to the Planning Board that the Applicant would be able to obtain an access easement
over the Central Maine Power Company land for pedestrian and vehicle traffic such that the land located westerly of the Central Maine Power Company
land could hypothetically be developed for individual house lotso Its
consultants, Land Use Consultants, have represented to the Planning Board
that such land is suitable for individual house lots development.
8. The Planning Board finds that the Applicant's land located westerly of
the Central Maine Power Company parcel is: a) not so removed by a major
physical barrier so that it cannot be considered as common open space for
tor the Cumberland Fairways subdivision; and b) is sufficiently close to
and available to proposed lots for the westerly side of Winn Road such
that it can be utilized for the density calculation for lots proposed for
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the westerly side of Winn Road; and c) its features and proposed use
satisfy the open space reguirements of the Cluster Provisions of the
Zoning Ordinance, Section 4090
9. The Applicant has satisfied the Planning Board that its calculations
of net residential acreage under the Zoning Ordinance, Section 104.51,
required by the Cluster Provisions of the Zoning Ordinance, Section 409,
results in 30.62 more or less acres of net residential acreage on the
easterly side of Winn Road, 16.42 more or less acres on the westerly
side of Winn Road, and the Applicant's proposed density of 20 lots on
the easterly side having an average density of 40,446 square feet is in
conformity with the Cluster Provisions of the Zoning Ordinance, but the
14 lot proposal on the westerly side of Winn Road will require adjustment pursuant to prior findings of this Board.
Richard Blanchard moved that based upon the application of Dictar Associates for a single 34 lot subdivision with lots on both sides of Winn
Road, together with the Applicant's written submissions and testimony at
meetings and hearings to date, the Planning Board approves the Applicant's
use of the Cluster Provisions of Section 409 of the Zoning Ordinance in
order to reduce the minimum density from 60,000 square feet per lot to
an average density of not less than 45,063 square feet for all proposed
lots, hereby approving an average of 40,446 square feet for the twenty (20)
proposed lots for the easterly side of Winn Road and directing the developer to amend the proposal regarding the lots on the westerly side of Winn
Road in accordance with the findings of this Board.
Kaile Warren seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

B. Public Hearing - Revised Subdivision Ordinance
John Sevee and Philip Gleason rejoined the meeting.
The Chairman described the nature of the proposed revisions the Planning
Board has made to the Subdivision Ordinance. No comments or questions
were received from the public. The Chairman indicated that the Notice of
Decision form will be included as Appendix Kand Section 4.1 will be amended prior to sending it on to the Council.
Philip Gleason moved that the Revised Subdivision Ordinance be forwarded
to the Council with an appropriate cover letter and summary for their review.
Douglas Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous.
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V.

Unfinished Business
A. Cumberland Village Housing Associates {Realty Development Group)
Tuttle Road - Informal Review
Philip Gleason removed himself from the discussion.
William Reagan, Realty Development Group, reviewed the status of the
project since receiving conditional preliminary approval in May and
denial of sewer user units in August of 1984. He and Terry DeWann reviewed updated proposals and plans for a 70 unit apartment complex on
a 40 acre site off Tuttle Road. The development would consist of 18
elderly housing units (1 story) and 52 additional units (1 and/or 2
story). Topics discussed were lighting, drainage, service areas, screening, landscaping and parking.
No action was taken. The developer will contact the Board for further
review at another meeting when additional information is prepared.
B. Michael F. Gotto - Tierney Subdivision - PrePreliminary - Greely
Road.
Mr, Gotto informed the Board that soil tests and preliminary survey
work had been completed. New plans show that Michael Edes would be receiving a portion of the front and the Edes Subdivision would be developed in the rear of the parcel with 8 lots now proposed.
The Board expressed concern for drainage and road easements now required
over the Michael Edes property, lack of any written agreements to date,
ownership of the road and the need for more information. Prior to setting
a date for Preliminary approval, a site inspection was scheduled for Saturday, April 12, 1986 at 9:00 AM.

VI. New Business
A. Howard Goldenfarb - Pre-application review - Foreside Road
Mr. Howard Goldenfarb, Ram Development Co., reviewed with the Board plans
to convert 10.2 acres at 75 Foreside Road into a single family detached
condominium subdivision to include the present home and barn. He is requesting that the Board apply the Cluster Provisions of the Zoning Ordin~
ance in order to preserve much of the existing open space. Mr. Goldenfarb
was instructed to provide net residential acreage calculations, file an
application, submit a plan indicating lot lines and sizes after which an
on-site inspection .will be scheduled to review the site.
VII.

Correspondence
The Board was informed of the receipt of a revised site plan and MOOT
Entrance Permit as required from Atlantic Telecommunications.
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Robert Littlefield, CEO, asked the Board if they would have any questions regarding Francis &Carol Gagnon's changing their right-of-way
closer to the center of their property (original location) rather than
as suggested near the lot line for the proposed restaurant. The Board
indicated that with the amendment of the Atlantic Telecommunications
proposal and withdrawal of the restaurant proposal, they would not be
required to take any action on this matter since they no longer had
jurisdiction.
VIII. Adgenda Preparation
On-Site Inspection - April 12, 1986, 9:00 AM, Greely Road
Regular Meeting -

April 15, 1986
N.E. Telephone - Site Plan Review
Michael Gotto - Preliminary Approval
Scott Burner - Pre-application
Howard Goldenfarb - Pre-Preliminary
Raymond Brunelle - Subdivision Revision

IX. Adjournment
John Sevee moved that the meeting be adjourned. Kaile Warren seconded.
The meeting adjourned at 10:25.
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
APRIL 15, 1986
Present:

Kenneth Snitger, Robert Littlefield, CEO

Absent:

Richard Blanchard, Douglas Damon, Philip Gleason, John Sevee, Alton
Warren and Kaile Warren

The meeting was called to order at 7:10 PM.
Due to the lack of a quorum, no action was taken on any item. The Chairman reviewed the agenda for those present.
III.

Approval of Minutes
A.

IV.

V.
VI.

VII.

Hearings and Presentations
A.

Michael Gotto - Edes Subdivision Preliminary approval - Greely Road
Mr. Gotto withdrew his request to appear. A public hearing will be
scheduled for Preliminary approval on May 20, 1986.

B.

Terry N. Snow - Site Plan Review - Professional Office Building
Tabled until the May 20, 1986 meeting.

Unfinished Business
None
New Business
A.

N.E. Telephone - Site Plan Review - Electrical Switching Building North Rd., Chebeague Island
Consideration of this matter to be continued to adjourned meeting
prior to Workshop of May 6, 1986. Time 7PM.

B.

Scott Burner - Pre-application - Middle Road
Tabled until the May 20, 1986 meeting.

Correspondence
1.

VIII.

March 18, 1986 - Tabled until the May 20, 1986 meetingo

4/7/86 letter from Town Manager Robert Benson regarding Marston Airport. The Chairman reviewed the letter with those present. Informal
discussion of the history and status of the airport will be scheduled
for the May 6, 1986 workshop.

Agenda Preparation
May 6, 1986 - Continuation of adjourned meeting - 7 PM
• N~Eo Telephone - Site Plan Review
May 6, 1986 •
•
•

Workshop (after meeting)
Dictar Associates - Review of Cluster Amendments
Airport - Zoning Consideration
Pre-planning - Revision Cbmprehensive Plan
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May 20, 1986 - Regular Meeting
• Michael Gotto - Edes Subdivision Public Hearing Preliminary approval
• Terry Snow - Site Plan Review
• Dictar Associates - Request for amendment to Cluster
Housing Decision
• Cumberland Village Associates - Request for amendmeht _to
Preliminary Plan
Scott Burner - Pre-Application - Middle Road
• Raymond Brunelle - Subdivision Revision - Pleasant Valley
Road
IX. Adjournment
The meeting was adjourried at 7:15 PM unti l May 6, 1986 at 7PM for con sideration of N. E. Telephone Site Plan Review
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
MAY 6, 1986
Present:

Kenneth Snitger, John Sevee, Al Warren, Doug Damon and Robert
Littlefield, CEO

Absent:

Kaile Warren, Richard Blanchard and Philip Gleason

The Chairman called the meeting to order at 7:05 PM to consider the application
for Site Plan Review filed by N.E. Telephone which had been adjourned to May 6
at 7:00 PM due to the lack of a quorum at the Board's meeting of April 15, 1986.
The Chairman advised the Board, Applicant and Public that there was a potential
conflict of interest due to Board member Warren being employed by N.E. Telephone.
After discussion, questioning of Mr. Warren and applicant representative regarding the relationship of the Board member to this application, it was moved by
Mr. Sevee and seconded by Mr. Damon that Mr. Warren not be disqualified from
hearing and considering the pending application.
Vote: Three in Favor
Mr. Warren abstained
The applicant then reviewed the project fully with the Board. The C.E.O. and Mr.
Damon commented on and questfoned the applicant on Site characteristics and
drainage considerations.
Mr. Damon moved and Mr. Sevee seconded that the application be approved as submittedo
Vote: Unanimous
The Meeting adjourned at 7:40 PM, and the Board then opened a workshop on prescheduled agenda items.
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
MAY 20, 1986
Present:

Kenneth Snitger, John Sevee, Douglas Damon, Richard Blanchard, Kaile
Warren, Nancy Thurber, Mark Robinson and Robert Littlefield, C.E.O.

The Meeting was called to order at 7:05PM. New Board members Nancy Thurber and
Mark Robinson were introduced to the Board and Public.
III.

Approval of Minutes
A. Douglas Damon moved that the minutes of the March 18, 1986 and May 6,
1986 (April 15 meeting adjourned to May 6) meetings be approved as
written.
John Sevee seconded.

IV.

Vote: Unanimous

Hearings and Presentations
A. Public Hearing - Michael Gotto Assoc. - Edes Subdivision - Preliminary Approval - Greely Road
Representatives for Joseph Tierney, Developer for Edes Subdivision, reviewed with the Board plans for a 8 lot subdivision off Greely Road with
on-site septic and wells. The developer also requested permission to use
overhead electric and phone wires.
No comments or questions from the public were received.
The Chairman reviewed Department Head reports.
Board questions and concerns reviewed included drainage (retention pond,
run-off, easements, cellar drains), roadway, Michael Edes lot(s), amendment of application for waiver to utilize overhead utilities, and waste
water disposal plans.
The Chairman suggested that the application for Preliminary approval be
approved with the following findings and conditions:
1. The Subdivision is located on an 18.7 acre parcel on the westerly
side of Greely Road.
2. Developer proposes 8 lots, plus lot(s) owned by Michael Edes.
3. Developer proposes to utilize on-site wells and septic disposal
systems.
4. Proposed lots meet or exceed the minimum lot size required by the
RR Zone.
5. Developer proposes a 1600' roadway built to Town standards.
6. Developer requests a waiver for the use of overhead utilities.
7. Developer's drainage proposal includes a retention basin with easements on lots 1 and 2; cellar drainage for all lots except #7, and proposes to request the Town to accept the public improvements.
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8. The lots retained/gifted to Michael Edes should be included on the
plan as lots #9 and #10, since it is part of the divided parcel.
That approval be subject to satisfactory provisions for solid waste disposal;
Complete review of applicant's drainage plans, including 10 and 25 year
storm data, by and on behalf of the Board, including the effect on Marsh
along Greely Road;
A follow-up report of Plumbing Inspector regarding the on-site disposal
areas, if he feels the site warrants further testing or inspection;
DEP approva 1 , if necessary; and
Subject to resolution of the lot frontage requirements of the retained
Edes lot(s).
Dick Blanchard moved that the application for Preliminary approval of
Edes Subdivision be approved pursuant to the findings and conditions suggested by the Chairman.
John Sevee seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Dick Blanchard moved that the Board request the Town Manager to arrange
for assistance from the Cumberland County Soils Conservation Service in
evaluating drainage engineering calculations for Edes Subdivision and to
consider the use of, or feasibility for, a retention basin as a fire pond
on-site.
Nancy Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

B. Dictar Associates - Cumberland Fairways Subdivision - Winn Road
1. Amendment to Cluster Housing approval (John Sevee removed himself
from discussions on this item)
Ron Ward, attorney, reviewed with the Board changes made to the plan regarding net residential acreage with the inclusion of 2 lots retained by
the Oulton brothers. The Oulton lots are not considered part of the Subdivision and the new calculations for net residential acreage do not include these two lots. By conveying two lots to the Oulton brothers, the
Developer has reduced the number of cluster lots on the West side of
Winn Road to 12.
Dick Blanchard moved that the decision of the Planning Board of March
18, 1986 regarding Dictar's request for employment of the cluster housing provisions of the Zoning Ordinance be amended as follows:
1. The applicant proposes a single 34 lot subdivision with 21 lots
on the easterly side of Winn Road and with 13 lots on the westerly side
of Winn Road, which subdivision is to be known as Cumberland Fairways.
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Two lots, one on each side of and fronting on Winn Road, are included in
the subdivision application, but are excluded for purposes of cluster determination under the Ordinance. These two lots will be excluded from the
applicant's Homeowner's Association as they will be retained by the
Oultons (Sellers).
2. Of
from the
easterly
easterly

the proposed total of 32 cluster lots, 20 lots are separated
other 12 lots by a public road (Winn Road), and 3 lots on the
side of Winn Road are separated from the other 11 lots on the
side of Winn Road by the Central Maine Railroad .

3. The Planning Board finds that Winn Road and the railroad location
are not major physical barriers so as to prevent the land areas and lots
so separated from being considered as a single subdivision by the Planning Board.
4. The applicant proposes to dedicate and lease to the Falmouth
Country Club, a non-profit corporation established for the ownership
and operation of certain golf course facilities in the Towns of Falmouth
and Cumberland, certain portions of the applicant's land in the Town of
Cumberland on the easterly side of Winn Road . Such land is proposed to
be owned by the Homeowners Association made up of owners of house lots
in the proposed cluster subdivision in Cumberland and a proposed subdivision in Falmouth. The lease of the golf course property would retain
fee ownership in the Homeowners Association and would allow other outdoor recreational uses by all cluster lot owners in Cumberland and Falmouth that do not otherwise interfere with the proposed golf course use.
All Homeowner Association members, upon application, will have the right
to be social members in the Falmouth Country Club, and may also apply
for full golf memberships and be treated the same as all other applicants •
.5. The Planning Board finds that the proposed use of land area on the
easterly side of Winn Road for golf course purposes is within the intent
and meaning of the cluster housing provisions Of the Zoning Ordinance,
§409, as common open space, subject, however to Board approval of the
terms of the ground lease to the Falmouth Country Club.
6. The Planning Board finds that the common open space on the easterly
side of Winn Road to be used by the golf course facility is not suffi~
ciently close to and avatlable to the lot's proposed for both the easterly and westerly · sides of Winn Road such that it therefore is not common
open space available to both sides and cannot be used to reduce the density requirements for lots on both sides of Winn Road.
7. The appiioant proposes to dedicate as common open space a certain
portion of the applicant's land located westerly of the Winn Road and
further westerly of a parcel of land owned by Central Maine Power Company
and used as a transmission line. The applicant has submitted evidence to
the Planning Board that the applicant would be able to obtain an excess
easement over the Centr~l Maine Power Company land for pedestrian and
vehicular traffic such that the land located westerly of the Central
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Maine Power Company land could hypothetically be developed for individual
house lots. Its consultants, Lane Use Consultants, have represented to
the Planning Board that such land is suitable for individual house lot
development.
8 • .The Planning Board finds the applicant's land located westerly of
the Central Maine Power Company parcel is: (a) not so removed by a major
physical barrier so that it cannot be considered as corm10n open space for
the Cumberland Fairways Subdivision; and (b) is sufficiently close to and
available to proposed lots for the westerly side of Winn Road so that it
can be utilized for the density calculation for lots proposed for the
westerly side of said Road; and (c) its features and proposed use satisfy
the open space· requirements of the cluster provisions of the Zoning Ordin- ·
ance, §409.
9. Excluding the non-cluster lots identified above, the applicant has
satisfied the Planning Board that its calculations of net residential
acreage under the Zoning Ordinance, §104.51, required by the cluster provisi~ns of the Zoning Ordinance, §409, results in 29.22 more or less acres
of net residential acreage on the .eastetly side of Winn Road, 16.57 more
or less ac~es on the westerly side 6f Winn Road, and the applicant's proposed density of 20 lots on the easterly side having ·an average density
of 40,575 square feet, and the _applicant's ·proposed density of 12 lots on
the westerly _.siqe having an average density of 52,961 square feet, is in
conformity Wi-th the .c luster provisions of the Zoning Ordinance.

Based upon the application of Dictar Associates for a 32 lot cluster
subdivision, with.:lots on both.sides of . ~linn , Road ., . together . with the applicant's written submissions and testimony at meetfogs and hearings to
date, the Planning · Board approves the applicant's use of cluster provisions of §409 of the Zoning Ordinance in order to reduce minimum density
from 60,000 square feet per lot to an average density of not less than
45,221 square feet for all proposed lots, and hereby approving an average
density of 40,575 square feet for the 20 proposed cluster lots on the
easterly side of the Winn Road, and hereby approving an average of 52,961
square feet for the 12 proposed cluster lots on the westerly side of the
Winn Road.
Mark Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

B.2. Public Hearing - Preliminary Approval - Cumberland Fairways
Bill Warren, E.C. Jordan, reviewed with the Board the waste water disposal
(Chamber) system proposed for both Cumberland and Falmouth. The system is
to be located in Falmouth with the 32 lots in Cumberland being serviced
by pumping stations. Attorney Ron Ward responded to Town Attorney Tom
Leahy's letter of May 19, 1986 with the Board.
Public comments received centered on the need for landscaping around the
maintenance area.
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The Chairman reviewed Department Head reports.
The provisions of §409.4.3 were reviewed with the C.E.O., and it was
decided to get a clarification of meaning rom the Town Attorney.
Board questions and concerns reviewed included the waste disposal system (monitoring, responsibilities), fire hydrants, railroad crossing
(signals, cost, responsibilities, buffering), drainage and necessar~ Bylaws and related documents.
The Chairman suggested that the Board move to grant preliminary approval
of the application as filed to date subject to the following:
1. DEP approval prior to final approval;
2. Complete review of the final waste water disposal plan and engineering data;
3. Filing of a solid waste disposal plan or arrangement;
4. Drainage plans and calculations for the subdivision, including
affect of Falmouth portion as it affects Cumberland flows;
5. Review of Homeowners Association By-laws, documents, restrictions/
covenants, ground lease, with any ~xhibits, and other related subdivision
documentation proposed or under consideration or revision;
6. Review of landscaping plans;
7. Subject to final approval by the Town of Falmouth of the Falmouth
portion of the development and all conditions or restrictions imposed by
Falmouth, or other requirements of the Town of Falmouth which directly or
indirectly affect the Cumberland subdivision;
8. Filing of required financial information; and
9. Filing of all additional ordinance items required for final approval.
Dick Blanchard moved that the application for Preliminary approval for
Cumberland Fairways be approved as filed to date with the conditions
suggested by the .Chairman.
Douglas Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

A site visit was then set for Saturday, June 7, 1986, at 8:45 AM for the
Board to review the site with the developer and engineer.
John Sevee rejoined .the Board.
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C. Terry N. Snow - Site Plan Review - Professional Office Building Main Street
Mr. Snow reviewed with the Board his plans to convert his home on Main
Street into an office building. He currently has approval for a home
occupation (law office), however, he is moving into a new home and requires Board approval for the building to be used as an office. He indicated he had received approval from the Board of Adjustment Appeals
conditional upon Site Pl~n approval from the Board and that he would
be making ·no changes to the structure.
- ·
Areas discussed were parking, lighting, and renting of additional office space.
John Sevee moved that the Board approve the Site Plan for a professional
office building as submitted subject to the following conditions:
1. Any additional rental space use be restricted to the legal profession or a maximum of 2 additional tenants with useage of no greater
than 1 parking space each allowed, and
·
·
2. Sec. 206.2.7 be waived.
Mark Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Pursuant to a suggestion from the Chairman, John Sevee moved to amend #2
as follows:
2. The applicant's requested waivers of Section 206 are granted.
Mark Robinson seconded.

Vote on amended motion: Unanimous

. v~ . Urifi~i~hed Business
A. Cumberland Village Associates - Request for amendment to Preliminary
Plan - Tuttle Road
Bill Reagan, Dick Curtis, Terry DeWan, Steve Cole, Brent Bridges, and Ed
Hanscom, representing the developer, reviewed the new plans and proposals
for a 70 unit apartment complex on Tuttle Road. Areas reviewed were the
site location, architecture, size, density, landscaping, parking, drainage, sewage disposal system, traffic and roadwayo
Board concerns reviewed were traffic studies, parking (garages), drainage (retention basins), maintenance of completed project, public road
(portion of roadway Town owned), conversion of garden apartment proposal
to condominiums, possible phase development, financial ability of developer, sewer system (not through roadway), and possible use of present
zoning conditions except for those provisions which are grandfathered.
Public comments reflected concern over the drainage, traffic, school pathways, and proximity to other new developments in the area.
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A public hearing will be scheduled for amendment to the Preliminary Plan
at the June 17, 1986 meeting.
VI.

New Business
A. Scott Burner - Pre-application - Middle Road
Mr. Burner presented rough plans for the division of his property on
Middle Road. As Mr. Burner only has a 30' right-of-way (40' is required
for the proposed backlot development) the Board suggested he contact the
Code Enforcement Officer about the possibility of obtaining a variance ·
or obtain an additional 10 for his easemento The Board took no action.
1

VIIo

Correspondence
1. May 13, 1986 letter from the Town Clerk indicating the re-appointment
of Richard Blanchard and the appointments of Nancy Thurber and Mark
Robinson to the Planning Board.

2. Notice from COG regarding the bi-annual workshop for new Planning
Board members June 11, 1986.
VIII.

Agenda Preparation
June 3, 1986 - Workshop
- Airport Zoning Consideration
- Comprehensive Plan Revision ·
June 17, 1986 - Regular Meeting
- Public Hearing - Cumberland Village Associates

IX.

Election of Planning Board Officers:
Dick Blanchard moved that John Sevee be nominated Chairman and Ken
Snitger Vice-Chairman for the coming year.
Mark Robinson secondedo

~

Vote: Unan.imous

Douglas Damon moved that the meeting be adjourned. John Sevee seconded.
The meeting adjourned at 12:35 AM
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
JUNE 17, 1986
Present:

Nancy Thurber, John Sevee, Ken Sni tger, Mark Robinson, Richard
Blanchard, Douglas Damon and Robert Littlefield, C. E. O.

Absent:

Kaile Warren, Jr.

The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM .
III .

Approval of Minutes
A. Ken Snitger moved to accept the minutes of the May 20, 1986 meeting
as presented.
Nancy Thurber seconded.

IV .

Vote: Unanimous

Hearings and Presentations
A. Public Hearing - Cumberland Village Associates - Request for
Amendment to Preliminary Plan approval of May 1984 .
Representatives for the developer (Realty Development Group) reviewed
with the Board the projects status, drainage and holding tank systems, ~.
amended site plans, traffic studies and proposed phase construction.
Among Board and Public concerns discussed were parking (allowances for
garages), school pathways/sidewalks, drainage (flows and retention basins), increased traffic ~nd phased development .
Ken Snitger moved the Preliminary approval of May 1, 1984 for Cumberland
Village Housing Associates, based upon the applicants• additional documentation and amended plans filed prior to and on June 17, 1986, with
supporting engineering reports, is hereby amended by the Board as follows:
The following additional Findings of Facts are added to the prior findings:
1. That reviews and comments of Town Department Heads of the revised
plans as filed by the applicant are needed to update the Board files.
2. That the Developer has obtained a Special Exception for Garden
Apartments, with conditions, and the decision of the Board of Adjustment
and Appeals is a matter of record in this Board 1 s files .
3. That the Developer has significantly revised the parking facilities
within the development area since the original submission.
4. That the proposed walkway between the subdivision and school property needs further study and input from the school department, and
consideration of year-round maintenance and snow removal.
5o That the amended plan and materials filed indicate satisfactory

roadway widths and turning areas .
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6. That the revised plans and materials appear to indicate that
security lighting will be employed.
7. That the Developer has obtained the necessary sewer access from the
Town to service the developmento
8. That the Developer has filed a letter from Casco Northern Bank pre1iminarily indicating ability to finance the project.
9. That the Developer has filed additional traffic engineering studies
since the prior decision of the Board.
-- Except as modified by these additional findings, the prior findings
of fact shall remain unchangedo
Richard Blanchard seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Ken Snitger moved that the Preliminary Approval .of May 1, 1986 be amended
by changing or adding the conditions or noted deficiencies as follows:
1. Item #2 be changed to read: That the drainage study and calculations
filed by the Developer and any further drainage documents be subject to
review of the Town .Engineer and Board.
2. Item #3 be changed to read: That the Developer's recently filed
planting proposal be reviewed further for determination of whether
screening easements and restrictions are required .
3. Item #5 be changed to read: That the Developer's soils and foundation
studys, and drainage and detention system proposal be subject to Town
Engineer review and further Board consideration .
4. Item #6 be changed to read: That .the Developer provide an acceptable
pedestrian walkway from the development to either the Wilson School property or via Tuttle Road satisfactory to the Board, School Department and
Town Public Works Director.
5. Item #8 be changed to read: That the preliminary sewage collection
and holding system presented to the Board be subject to further study
and review by the Town Engineer and Board.
6. Item #9 be added: That the Board obtain updates from Town Department
heads of the amended Preliminary Plan and that the reports be subject to
consideration of the Board prior to Final approval .
7. Item #10 be added: That the Phasing and Planting proposals, revised
parking proposals and revised traffic study be subject to further Board
study and review.
8. Item #11 be added: That the parking proposal be subject to review by
the Town Attorney for compliance with the Zoning Ordinance (Sec . 418 . 1) .
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Mark Robinson Seconded.
Ken Snitger moved to amend his motion to include item #12 - That the
letter of June 12, 1986 from the Developer regarding an agreement by
the Developer to be·bound by the Town's current Zoning Ordinance, except as noted in the letter, is accepted.
Doug Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Vote on amended motion: Unanimous
A site inspection of the area will be set at a later date for Board
members to walk the site.
B. Howard Goldenfarb - Ram Development Corp - Pre-application Foreside Road
f1r. Goldenfarb reviewed with the Board his request to apply the Cluster

provisions of the Town's zoning ordinance to develop 9 -single family
house lots (utilizing 2 existing structures) at 74 Foreside Road. He
indicated soils tests have been done for some of the proposed lots
should needed sewer user permits not be available and that a condominium form of ownership was being proposed for the project.

The Chairman reviewed letters received from members of the pµblic concerning the project.
A site inspection was set for June 28th at 8:00 a.m. for Board and
developer revi~w of the site. The Developer will be placed on the agenda
of the July 15 meeting to review net residential acreage calculations
for cluster housing approval.
C. Dennis Allen - Site Plan Review - Restaurant - Existing Commercial
Building - Gray Road
Mr. Allen reviewed his plans to change the use of his present business
from a take-out to a sit-down restaurant operation. No physical changes
are proposed for the structure~and the Highway Commercial Zone allows
Local Business activity.
Ken Snitger moved that the application for Site Plan approval for a
restaurant be granted subject to filing of appropriate building and
site plans as required by section 206.2.2 to the Code Enforcement Officers satisfaction and that any other requirements of this section
not met, othat than that, be waived.
Mark Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous
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D. Richard Morton - Site Plan Review - Sale of live lobsters from
existing garage area - Longwoods Road
Mro Morton reviewed with the Board his request to sell live lobsters
from his garage. Mr. Morton is currently employed in the transportation of lobsters.
conditional upon operation o1
Ken Snitger moved that Site Plan approval be granted ,;, ~Me season bu~iness resrunning from April 1 to November 30.
tr1cted to thE
Nancy Thurber seconded.
V.

Vote: Unanimous

Unfinished Business
A. Michael Gotto - Edes Subdivision - Effect of Sec. 204.1.3.2
(Frontage) on proposed subdivision.
As Michael Gotto informed the Board that he could meet the 200 foot
frontage requirement for both Tuttle and proposed roads by changing
the roadway entrance on Tuttle road to a 10' radius, no further action
was taken.

VI.

New Business
A. Walter Corey - Pre-application - Cluster development subdivision
Tuttle Road
Terry DeWan, representing the developer, reviewed with the Board plans
to develop an 18 lot cluster subdivision adjacent to the proposed Cumberland Village development.
The Board, expressing concern regarding drainage and water flows, suggested the developer provide additional information as to the developabil ity of the lots. Additional concern was voiced by the Board relative to the wet soil conditions and its effect on developable area.
Under cluster development, net residential area requires a definition
of undevelopable soil types.
Correspondence
A. Hattie Bickmore - request for Zoning Ordinance change.
Mrs. Bickmore has requested a reduction in the minimum lot size
(20,000 sq. ft.) requirement to allow for a 17,500 sq. ft. lot she
wishes to sell.
After discussion, Ken Snitger moved that the Chairman notify the
Council of the Board's concern and suggest that the Zoning Ordinance
not be changed to address this one item.
Mark Robinson seconded.

Vote: 5 in favor
1 abstention (N.Thurber)
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C. GPCOG - Funding for Comprehensive Plan
After discussion, the Board suggested that the Chairman refer the proposed
budget to GPCOG for a breakdown of the indicated amounts and the number of
work hours involved.
B. Dictar Associates - Recommendation on Sec. 409.2.5
After discussion, the Chairman agreed to inform the Council that the
Board has granted preliminary approval for the subdivision using the
clustering concept granting open space for the use of the Falmouth
Country Club. Should the Town take the open space for municipal purposes, it would defeat the proposed use and void the decision of the
Board.
VIII.

Agenda Preparation
Workshop - July 1, 1986
• Airport Zoning Considerations
• tomprehensive Plan
Regular Meeting - July 15, 1986
• Howard Goldenfarb - Ram Development Corp

IX.

Adjournment
Ken Snitger moved that the meeting be adjourned. Nancy Thurber seconded.
Time: ·11 :40 PM
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B. Doug Damon informed the Board of a petition sent to the Council regarding
Shoreland access. The·)Board referred the petition to COG for review of
its language and proposed amendment to the Subdivision Ordinance.
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING
JULY 15, 1986
Present: Nancy Thurber, John Sevee, Richard Blanchard, Douglas Damon, Kaile
Warren Jr., Kenneth Snitger and Robert Littlefield, CEO
Absent:

Mark Robinson

The meeting was called to order at 7:10 PM
III.

Approval of Minutes
A. June 17, 1986
Ken Snitger requested that under IV.A (p.3) the vote on his motion to
include Item #12 be recorded . and that the wording of his motion under
IV .. P. (p,.4} be changed from "for the'·' to H.conditiona1 upon operation of
busine~s restri"cted to the".
Doug Damon requested that the Boards discussion regarding a petition
pre~ented to the Council for access to Shoreland areas (which the Board
referred to COG for review of its language) be recorded in the minutes
under New Business.
Ken Snitger moved, Doug Damon seconded, to amend the minutes of June
17 as suggested.
Vote: Unanimous.
Richard Blanchard _moved that the minutes of the meeting of June 17 be
accepted as amended. Doug Damon seconded. Vote: Unanimous.

IV.
V.

Jodi Smith, Cumberland Soils Conservation Service, was unable to attend
this meeting.
Hearings and Presentations
A. Site Plan Review - Greely Jr. High School Addition - Portland Design
Team - Marilyn E. Harvey and Frank Locker
Mr. Frank Locker reviewed with the Board proposed plans for an addition
to be located between Gyger Gym and the existing school.
Department Head reports were read and discussed. Concerns reviewed were
the egress, drainage, parking (spaces), traffic patterns, gas pump and
tank removal and septic waste disposal (town system). No public comments
were received.
Ken Snitger moved that the Site Plan application and drawings be approved
as presented subject to:
1. The development of a one-way ingress and egress roadway system over
the existing roadway with appropriate stgns and School Administration consideration of re-de~igning the school bus route.
2. The creation of a posted No-Parking area along the entire High School
entrance way next to Gyger Gym.
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3. Expediting . the removal .of the. gas tank and pump system near Gyger Gym
in associatton with the :Town's Public Works . Departmertt~ · ·
·· · · ·
4. The development ofadditionalparkt_n9 forstq,ff and. guests.
Nancy Thurber Seconded.
Nancy Thurber ~oved that the redesigning of school bus routes be made a
condition, rather than a consideration, for Site Plan approval.
Richard Blanchard seconded.

~ote

Vote: Two in favor (N.Thurber, John Sevee)
Four opposed (K. Snitger, R. Blanchard,
D. Damon and K. Warren)

on original motion: Unanimous.

B. Site Plan Review - Prince Memorial Library Addition - Terrien
Architects - Robert E. Howe
Mr . Howe reviewed with the Board plans for Q oroposed 8400 sq. ft.
add i tton to the Library and a 35 space parki ng area .
Department Head reports were read and reviewed. Board and Public concerns discussed were drai~age (water flows, rury-off), egres~ qnd jngress site locatt ons: , parkl_nQ Cs-paces .and lo c at 1~on }, ~nd tra·Hlc f lows .
Ken Snitger moved to table the present application pending a site visit
on July 26 at 10:00 a.m.
Nancy Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous.

C. Howard Goldenfarb - Ram Development Corp - Cluster Housing Approval Fores i de Road
Ken Jansen, representing the developer, presented an overview of the preject and reviewed calculations in determining net residential acreage
with the Board. Mr. Jansen informed the Board that 8 sewer user units
had been obtained and that the developer would be seeking a waiver of
frontage and setback requirements (proposes 30' side and rear, 40' front
and avg. 100 lot frontage).
1

Board and Public concerns addressed were drainage, net residential acreage
calculations, 50 1 right-of-way, requested waivers, and density.
Ken Snitger moved that the Planning Board find, pursuant to Sec. 104 of
the Zoning Ordinance, that the Developer proposes a 10.2 acre subdivision
and has a net residential acreage total of 7.7 acres which would permit a
total of no more than 8 units in the LDR Zone and further, that the
Board approve the use of on-site cluster housing of no greater than 8
units so long as the Road Way has no less than a 50' right-of-way throughout the project. Further the Board finds that any further decision of
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the Board with respect to the project regarding the waiver of frontage
and setback requirements be ta.bled unt i1 re vi e\\I of rev;:sed pl ans to be
presented fiy tne Develope·r.
Nancy Thurber seconded.
VI.

Vote: tJnanimous

Unfinished Business
A. Bill Regan
revisions

~

Cumberland Village Assoc. - Informal Review of plan

Bill Regan reviewed with the Board proposed revisions to the plans for
Cumberland Village. Changes included the shortening of the public portion of the roadway, drainage system, sewer system," in.crease in the number of 2-bedroom flats, sidewalk proposal, parking spaces (ken Cole indicated .to the Chairman that garages can be considered as a parking space),
planting screen easement, architectural changes to buildings, construction
phasing (Phase I will begin with Cluster I), bond or letter of credit .requi'rments· and need for a draina~e eas:ement th.ro.ugft tl]e. proposed Cory aevelopment .
B. Michael Gotto - Edes Subdivision - Greely Road - Review of Drainage
Calculations
Review of drainage engineering calculations and materials was tabled
until the next meeting in order to provide time for Soils Conservation
Service preparation and presentation of their material.
C. Terry DeWan - Corey Subdivision Pre-application - Tuttle Road
Mr. DeWan reviewed with the Board plans to develop an 18 lot development
next to Cumberland Village on Tuttle Road.
Concerns discussed included drainage (r~n-off, retention basin), roadway and the developability of certain lots. The Board suggested that a
high intensity soil study be done for further assessment of soils to
assist in determining the developability of lots.
D. Dictar Associates - Cumberland Fairways - Engineering Review
John Sevee removed himself from discussion on this item.
Ken Snitger reviewed the status of the Town's efforts to obtain engineering assistance for this project. Healy &Aldrich have submitted an
agreement to complete a portion of the review, but are unable to undertake the groundW.ater s.tudi.e.s.• SEA Cons.ul tants ·are able to do a complete
rev few.· of tne pro·ject whtch they are famn tar wttti naving done work on
tfle Falmoutft porti'on of tfi.e project.
Richard Blanchard moved that the Board request that the Town Manager enter
into an agreement with and provide funds for the employment of SCA Consultants to evaluate Di~tar's Cumberland Fairways engineering studies.
'
Nancy
Thurber seconded.
Vote: Unanimous
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John Sevee re-joined Board discussions.
E. Comprehensive Plan - Proposed Review
Chairman John Sevee informed the Board that he had received a new
cost proposal and breakdown for revising the Comprehensive Plan from
COG. The estimated cost is $11,921.
After discussion·, Ken Snitger moved that the Chairman work with the
Town Manager to so 1i cit ptfier: prop6s~a ls:·for .": assistance ·. on -the Comprehensive Plan.
Richard Blanchard seconded.
VII.

Vote: Unanimous.

New Business
A. Bill Meir - Thompson Subdivision Pre-application - Chebeague Island
Mr. Meir and Ben Thompson reviewed plans to develop a 7 lot (1 lot to
be retained by Mr. Thompson) subdivision on a 25 acre parcel on Rose
Point Road. Mr. Weir indicated no road construction would be necessary
and that all lots would meet minimal lot sizes and frontage requirements.
The Developer was informed that the parcel has been designated within a
Coastal Barrier Zone on the Town's Federal Flood Insurance Maps and as
a result flood insurance would be unavailable for new constr.uction.
B. Ken Snitger, concerned with the length of
that the Board review its agenda preparation
materials should be made available for Board
This matter will be placed on the agenda for

VIII .

Board meetings, requested
methods and the time limits
review prior to the meetings.
the workshop August 5, 1986.

Correspondence
A. July 15, 1986 letter from Town Manager Robert Benson requesting Board
review of Spears Hill Assoc. request to vacate a portion of Stony Ridge
Road.
Ken Snitger moved this item be tabled until the next meeting inorder
that the developer can be present.
Nancy Thurber seconded.

IX.

Vote: Unanimous.

Agenda Preparation
8/5/86 Workshop - Review of Agenda Preparation procedures
- Airport

8/19/86 Meeting -

Site Plan Review - Prince Memorial Library
Cumberland Vi 11 age As socs -~ - Engi neeri nn Review
Michael Gotto - Edes Subdivision - Engineering review
Spears Hill Assoc. request
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.
X.

Adjournment
Nancy Thurber moved, Ken Snitger seconded. that the meeting be adjourned.
Time 12:35AM
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
AUGUST 19, 1986
Present: Nancy Thurber, John Sevee, Douglas Damon, Kaile Warren, Mark Robinson,
Richard Blanchard and Kenneth Snitger
The meeting was called to order at 7:08PM.
IIIo

Approval of Minutes
A. Mr. Blanchard moved that the minutes of the July 15, 1986 meeting be
approved as presented.
Mr. Snitger seconded.

IV.

Vote: Unan1mous

Hearings and Presentations
A. Public Hearing - Final approval Edes Subdivision - Greely Road
Michael Gotto
Mr. Gotto, Courbron Gotto Associates, and Attorney Matzen representing
the developer reviewed with the Board revised plans and proposed changes
to the development.
Ms. Smith, Cumberland County Soils Conservation Service (the Towns consultant on this project) was present to review with the Board the status
of the engineering review. Final review would be completed within two
weeks and a report sent to the Town.
Chairman Sevee read department head reports. Board and Public concerns
reviewed included drainage - (water flows, detention pond, easements and
maintenance, cellar drains), septic waste disposal, changi_ng Town cnaracter, water contaminati"on from -septic system, ··below; ground utilities and
fire protection.
Mr. Snitger moved final approval for Edes Subdivision be tabled until
September 16, 1986 to a11 ow the deve l aper and Board time to address the
following:
1. Review of Developer's proposed easement and maintenance restrict tons· of_ 1ot owners. concerning drainage;
2. Town approval of Developer's bond or letter of credit;
3. Confirmation of Cumbe·rland County Soil Conservation Services' final ·
review of Developer's engineering data;
4. Adjustment of Developer's plan identifying Lot #7 being restricted
to on slab or frost wall constructidn only; and
5. Developer's soil surveyor review of information insuring the installation of proper systems and the availability of alternate sites in the
event of system failure.
Mr. Blanchard seconded.

Vote: Unanimous·
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B. Site Plan Review - Prince Memorial Library - Terrien Architects
Robert E. Howe
Chairman Sevee indicated that a site walk had been completed to review
drainage, parking and egree/ingress onto Route 9.
Mr. Howe reviewed with the Board a revised site plan showing changes in
· drainage patterns and parking. No building changes are expected.
Board and public concerns reviewed i.ncluded '_'drainage (easement and erosion
control for Chase property, waterflows and drainage basins), parking area
(Jighting, 5ufferfng and screeniag), traffic and site distances.
Mr. Blanchard moved Site Plan approval be tabled until September 16, 1986
to a11 ow fnr review of tne fo 11 owing i terns· to expedite approval of the
project.
·
1. Confirmatfon that an alternate septic di'sposal site is available;

2. Review of dra fnage and erasion contra l provi s·ions for the use of
the Chase property;
3. Completfon of E.C. Jordan's review of drainage data;
4. Traffic study review 5.y E.C. Jordan;
5. Parking area paving review; and
6. Screening and visual buffering provisions review:
Ms. Thurber seconded.

Vote: unanimous

C. Public Hearing - Ram Development Corp - Foreside Road
1. Cluster 8riusing concept approval
2. Preliminary Suodivision approval
1. Cluster Housing Concept Approval. Mr. Goldenfarb reviewed plans of
The Sanctuary at 74 Foreside R6ad consisting of 8 lots to be maintained ·
with a condominium form of ownership. Mr. Goldenfarb requested that the
Board waive existing frontage and setback requirements.

Board and public concerns reviewed included provisions of Sec. 409, fire
protection, setfaack and frontage requirements and lot sizes.
Mr. Snitger moved; in conjunction with the Boards previous approval of
the Developer's us:e of cluster housing with a maximum of 8 lots and the
provi.sions of Sec. 489 requiring some waivers for cluste-r approval, that
tne Board approve the Cluster Housing concept for The Sanctuary as presented on plans suomftted 8/8/86 which suggest a net residential acreage
of 7.57 acres and t6at:
1. no lot be less in area than displayed ·on the plans of 8/8/86;
2o the rear minimum set back on the West side be no less than 50
feet.
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3. the rear minimum set back on the South side be no less than 55
feet;
4. the minimum front set back be no less than 40 feet from the edge
of the right-of way;
5. the minimum side set back be no less than 30 feet;
6. minimum road frontage be no less than 100 feet;
7. the proposed road right-of-way be no less than 50 feet in width;
and
8. tne Board approves the use of the condominium concept for the maintenance of the grounds, open space and roadway pursuant to Sec. 409 of
the Cluster Housing provisions.
Ms. Thurber seconded.

Vote: 6 in favor
1 opposed {D. Damon)

2. Preliminary Approval. Mr. Haines, Land Use Consultants, reviewed
roadway and utility pl.ans for the Board.
Board and Public concerns discussed were drainage, detention basin, new
pond, traffic studies (site distances), solid waste disposal and parking
(residents and guests). **£ .fmt.AJ
Mr. Snitger moved that Ram Development Carp's development, The Sanctuary,
be preliminarily approved as submitted per plans dated 8/8/86 subject to:
1. Review of the Developer's plans and drainage data by the Town's Engineer;
2. Appropriate approval of all agencies and quasi-municipal .agencies as
required;
3. Appropriate bond approval for the project by the Town;
4. Town Attorney review of proposed condominium documents and By-laws
concerning the maintenance of the grounds, open space and roadway; and
5. Review of engineering data for the proposed pond located in the center of the road right-of-way.
Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

D. Bill Reagan - Cumberland Village Associates
Mr. Reagan, Mr. DeWann, Mr. Curran and Mr. Oulton reviewed modifications
made to the Preliminary Plan for the proposed development. Among topics
discussed with the Board were the establishment of sidewalks throughout
the project and along Tuttle Road to the Wilson School~ drainage systems,
parking, landscapping and signage, utilities, pump station, septic waste
disposal, erosion control provisions, bond requirements, DEP approval
status and project management proposals.
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Mr. Snitger moved that action on this proposal be tabled until September
16, 1986.
Ms. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

E. Spears Hill Assoc. - Request to vacate portion at Stony Ridge Road
Mr. Turner of Spears Hill Associates explained to the Board that two
previous plans approved by the Board (prior to the last revision in
March 1985) created a "paper street" which needs to be vacated to provide clear title to present and/or future owners of lots adjacent to
Stony Ridge Road.
Mr. Snitger moved that the request of Spears Hill Associates to vacate
a portion at Stony Ridge Road be approved as presented.
Mr. Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

F. William Goddard - Pier on Sturdivant Island
Mr. Goddard reviewed with the Board his plans to construct a pier on
his property on Sturdivant Island. verbal approval for the pier has
been obtained from DEP (8/19/86) with the written permit to follow.
Mr. Snitger moved that Mr. Goddard's request to construct a pier on
Sturdivant Island pursuant to Sec. 205.4 of the Zoning Ordinance be
granted on the condition he receive the DEP permit in accordance with
Sec. 204.
Mr. Blanchard seconde<l

Vote: Unanimous

G. Town Planner - Recommendation and Request
After discussion of the need for a Town Planner to assist the Planning
Board, Mr. Blanchard moved that the Board request the Town Manager and
Council to create and fi 11 the position of a Town Planner due to:
1• .the present statf is unable to keep up with the demands for screening applications and reporting to the Planning Board;
2. the Board is comprised of lay-people who find it impossible to devote
the time necessary to fully comprehend the technical and administrative
needs of each project.
3. a Town Planner could be used to assist in the development of the Comprehensive Plan and future ordinances; and
4. the Board would be able to provide better review of subdivisions resulting in better quality developments to minimize risk to the Town to
correct mistakes or unnecessary oversights.
Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous
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H. Administrative Procedures
After a review of draft admin1strative
orderly processing of business before the
the draft procedures be adopted effective
wi 11 be sent to Attorney Ken Cole for his
Mr. Damon seconded.

procedures to provide for the
Board, Ms. lhurber moved that
immediately, a copy of which
review.

Vote: unanimous

I. Correspondence

1. Request from the Council for the Board to make a recommendation on
the request of Mabel Wilson to re-zone a parcel on the Gray Road. Action
on this matter was tabled until the September 16, 1986 meeting.

V.

Adjournment
Mr. Robinson moved that the meeting be adjourned. Mr . Blanchard seconded.
Adjourned 12:45 a.m.
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*** A discussion regarding prior or present work done for the developer by the

surveying division of E.C. Jordan with respect to a possible conflict took
pl ace ~ with · the Board and··repre·s entati-v es-·ef- Larid-- Use ···Consultants and E. C.
Jordan with the Board fully satisfied that no actual or apparent con~lict
existed. Further, the Board advised the developer that his request for a
15' side setback variance for driveways was not within the jurisdiction of
the Board and should be referred to the Board of Adjustment and Appeals.

CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF THE MEETING
SEPTEMBER 16, 1986
Present: Nancy Thurber, Richard Blanchard, John Sevee, Kenneth Snitger, Douglas
Damon, Kaile Warren Jr., Mark Robinson and Robert Littlefield, C.E.O.
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM.
C. Minutes of Prior Meet{ng
In light of Atty. Murray's letter (9/9/86) and the ommission of the Board's
discussion during the hearing for cluster housing and preliminary approval
for The Sanctuary (Ram Dev. Corp) regarding a potential conflict of interest
. for representatives of E.C. Jordan from the minutes of the Auqust 19 meeting,
Mr. Snitger moved that the following be added to page 3, sub-paragraoh C.2
(Preliminary approval):
•..• and quests);"A discussion regarding prior or present work done
for the developer by the surveying division of E.C. Jordan with respect to a possible conflict took place wit~ the Board and representatives of Land Use Consultants and E.C. Jordan, with the Board fully
satisfied that no actual nr apparent confl i'ct existed.
11

Mrs. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Chairman Sevee suggested that the Boards discussion of the developer's request for a variance relative to the 15' side setback requirement for driveways be included in the minutes.
Mr. Snitger :moved to amend bi's motion to include, "furtne·r , that the Board
advised the developer that his re~uest for a 15' side setback variance for
driveways \\las not with.in the jurisdiction of toe Board and· should be referred
to the Board of Adjustment and Appeals.
Mr. Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Vote on motion as amended: Unanimous.
D. Hearings and Presentations
1. Site Plan Review - Prince Memorial Library Addition

Chairman Sevee reviewed the current status of the project (changes and additions) as well as the ,items .requested :from 0 last . Meetin~ prior to the
granting of final approval (alternate ~eptic . disposal site, drain~ge and
erosion control measures, review of drainage data, traffic study, paving
of parking area and the screening and visual buffering of the area). Mr.
Sevee indicated that all items have been addressed.
·
Mr. Howe, representing Terrien Architects had no further comments to add
and no public comments were received. Board concerns discussed were the
·paving of the entire parking lot, budget constraints and easements for use
of the Chase property.
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Mr.Blanchard moved that the Board approve Terrien Architects Site Plan
application presented on behalf of the Library Building Committee.
Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

2. Edes Subdivision - Public Hearing - Final Approval
The Developer withdrew from this meeting and requested to be placed on
the agenda for the October 21 meetingo
5. Cumberland Fairways - Public Hearing - Final Approval
Item #5 was heard out of order due to the fact that developer's for items
#3 and #4 had not yet arrived. Chairman Sevee removed himself from discussion of this matter.
Mr. Snitger reviewed the status of the proposed project by summarizing past
Board meetings with the Developer, Dictar Associates, with emphasis placed
on the conditions for preliminary approval granted May 20. Mr. ·snitger also
acknowledged receipt of a letter from Atty. Leahy and a revised copy of the
general declaration of restrictions, reviewing changes made.
Soule, representing the Town's Engineer SEA_ Consultants, reviewe~ with
the Board engineering studies completed to date. Among areas reviewed were
the public water system (service and fire protection adequate):, wastewater
collection system ( DEP approval received, recorrmended review of complete
system design for wastewater disposal piping), Roadway design and drainage
(compli'es to Town standards, recommended roadway sub-base design calculations be submitted and modified if necessary), storm drainage (adequate)
and lot suitability (recomr.iended that cellar drains be required for lots
30, 31 and 32~ Mr. Soule indicated that he had not received material ·regarding the railroad crossing and landscapping and recommended that engineering data for the railroad underpass and emergency overpass be reviewed.

1 ~r~

Atty. Hard, representing the developer, reviewed with the Board the amended
declaration, revised groundl _ease-, To~n.. C.our:icil'_? d~c_i?_ion not___to !r.eql1Tre --u-s_e__
.·or ·recreation areas, and the Board's condition for anproval subsequent fo--a·p·:.--proval of · the Falmouth Planning Board of the project:· · - ······· ·--·- -- ·-·· · · Board and Public concerns addressed included the sewer colleytion system
(odor control, pump stations, maintenance of system in Cumberland, treatment of discharge into river), review of revised qroundlease, Railroad
crossing engineering and agr_eement, 'landscappi pg pl ans, roadway crosssecti ons, turnaround easements and the scheduling of a joint workshop with
·
the Falmouth Planning Board.
Action of this item was tabled until the October 21 meeting to allow the
Board time to review material to be provided by the Developer prior to final
approval being granted.
Chairman Sevee rejoined the Board.
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3. The Sanctuary - Public Hearin9 - Final

A~proval

Chairman Sevee reviewed the current status of the proposed development and
t1r. Goldenfarb, the developer, reviewed the development for members of the
public. Following t1r. Goldenfarb's summarization, the conditions for Pre1 iminary approval granted 8/19/86 were reviewerl.
Mr. Kennedy, E.C. Jordan, reported to the Board results of en0ineering
studies accomplished to date . reoardin~ storm drainage and erosion control
and his recommendation that the Island at the Rte. 88 entrance be narrowed
to improve the adequacy of the turning radius onto Rte. 88.
Mr. Oulton, E.C. Jordan, reviewed with the Board changes made in the sewer
system, indicating a change made in re-rlesignin0 the system reQarding the
placement of a manhole on the near side of Rte 88 (rather than the far sirle)
has been completed.
Chairman Sevee read department head reports. Among public and Board con. cerns reviewed were the water source and engineering for the new pond .
( S!Jggested cross-section of pond be pl ac.ed on p1 af'l_S ), review of roa_d entrance application and proposed stormdrain by DOT, indication that roadway
be identified as a private way on plans with the necessary Town and Portlanrl
Hater District easements to provide access for-maintenance anrl .replacement,
developer's request to waive pavement width and roadway tangent, notation
on plans of condomfnium association declaration of restrictions, lot sizes
lno variances could be obtained for the rear and side setbacks as already
waived), increased traffic, availability and distribution of sewer user
units, changing character of Foreside area, and need for controlled qrowth.
Mr. Snitger moved that the Board approve the developer's request for a
waiver of the pavement requirements and allow the use of a 22' pavement
width on the 50' road right-of-wa~ and utilize less than the 200' tangent
requirement~ And,further, that the Board table ·final . approval until the
October ·21 meeting .to allow time for the develop~r · to provide the Board
with the ·following:
·
1. Adjustments to the entrance Island at Route 88;

2. Approved easements for the Town anrt Portland ~ater Dist~ict regardin~
the access to and maintenance of the Sewer anci Water system$;
3. DOT approval of the road entrance and easements for Route 88 sewer
connections; and
4. An adjusted pond cross-section and description indicated on the final
plan.
Mr. Robinson seconded.
Vote: Unanimous
4. The Meadows - Public Hearing - Final Approval
Chairman Sevee reviewed the current status of the project since first receiving preliminary approval in May of 1984. Conditions of the amended
preliminary approval of June 1986 were reviewed and discussed.
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Mr. Oulton and Mr. Kennedy, E.C. Jordan, reviewed engineering studies of the
project. Mr. Oulton indicated that all items regarding the sewer system
review (design, pump stations, forcemains, etc.) had been taken care of
and were now acceptable and that the Portland Water District had given its
approval as well. Mr. Kennedy reviewed the draina~e data with the Board and
indicated erosion control plans were acceptable sugge.s.tinq~ however, that
culverts be designed ~nd installed in driveways prior to construction to
control flows coming onto the development. The developer indicated that he
prefer not to use culverts due to aesthics and maintenance, but would use
depressed swails to address the concern of directing flows around the clusters rather than through them.
Board and public concerns addressed included the inclusion of the "planting easements" on the plan rather than a "buffer zone", the addition of
the construction cost of the sidewalk (9100) to the bond/letter of credit
(increasing it to 320,000), minor changes to deeds, review of parking requirements and approval of the project as apartments rather than condominiums.
Mr. Snitger moved that the Board approve the final plan for the Meadows
as proposed by Realty Development Corp subject to the filing of:
1. a bond or letter of credit in the amount of $320,000 for public improvements;
2. approval of the Town Attorney, in writing, of the changed lanquage
in the easements;
3. adjustment on the final plat indicating a change from a vegatation
buffer to "planting screen easement" with appropriate notation on the
plan; and
4. that final approval be granted subject to the adjustment of the final
plat in accordance with the recommendation to the Board from E.C. Jordan
regarding off-site drainage onto the west side of the project to be accompanied by a letter of approval from E.C. Jorrlan indicating that the adjusterl
final plat addresses all of E.C. Jordan's concerns.
Mr. Damon seconded.

·vote: 4 in favor
2 opposed (Thurber & Robinson)
1 abstention

Mrs. Thurber and Mr. Robinson indicated that although they were not opposed
to the project itself, they could not approve the project ~lithout the rlrainage concerns being addressed prior to granting approval and siqning of the
ffnal plat rather than as a condition of approval.
Mr. Blanchard abstained due to vacation requiring his absence and unavailability to sign the final plat.
6. Mabel Wilson - Request for Zoning Change
Mrs. Wilson requested that her request be tabled until the next meeting
of October 21.
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Due to the Planning Boards cutoff time of 10:30PM, items #7 and #8 were
tabled and will be placed at the top of the agenda for the October 21,
1986 meeting.
E. Administrative Matters and Correspondence
1. Richard Blanchard moved that the letter drafted by the Chairman to
Mr. Benson regarding the hiring of a Town Planner and Town Engineer
be approved, signed and forwarded to the manager.
Mr. Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

2. The status of the Comprehensive Plan review was discussed. Mr. Sevee
moved that the Board work with the Greater Portland Council of Governments
(GPCOG) within the last proposed budget (under $12,000) to update the
Town s comprehensive plan.
1

Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

3. Workshop agenda - October 7, 1986
- Comprehensive Plan Review
- Airport Zoning
- Special Exceptions
- Shoreline

F. Adjournment
Mr. Robinson moved that the meeting be adjourned. Mrs. Thurber seconded.
Adjourned 11~50 PM.
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF MEETING
OCTOBER. 21, 1986
Present:

Nancy Thurber, Richard Blanchard, Kenneth Snitqer, Mark Robinson,
and Robert Littlefield, CEO

Absent:

John Sevee, Douglas Damon and Kaile Warren, Jr.

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 PM.
C. Minutes of Prior Meeting
Richard Blanchard moved that the minutes of the September 16, 1986 meeting
be approved as written.
Mr. Robin son seconded • .

Vote: Unanimous

D. Hearings and Presentations
1. Pre-Application - Anderson's Associates - Blanchard Road
Mr. Snitger removed himself from discussion of this item. Mr. Blanchard
acted as Chairman, reviewing the purpose and procedures of Pre-application
review.
Douglas Anderson, representing the developer, reviewed revised plans to
subdivide a 78.8 acre parcel within the rural residential zone on Blanchard
Road into 36 lots. Items reviewed were utilities (on-site septic, public
water, underground electric), roadways and sidewalks.
No public comments were received and no action on the part of the Board was
necessary at this time. The developer was advised to file a Preliminary application for consideration at the next meeting.
2o Pre-Application - Atlantic Options - Range Road

Mr. Snitger re-joined the Board.
Linden Keck, representing the developer, reviewed with the Board plans to
develope an 8 lot subdivision on an 86 acre parcel within the rural residential zone tin the Range Road. Items reviewed were drainage, soil types,
roadway (1800' private road with turnaround), lot sizes (5 acre minimum14 acre maximum), and reserved dedicated open space (2 parcels). Mr. Keck
requested of the Board two variances. First, the developer be allowed to use
5' contours on the topographical survey maps for preliminary review rather
than 2 1 contours as required by the Subdivision ordinance. Second, the developer wishes to build a private road (pursuant to town specifications) with
a 3 1 process base (crushed rock-gravel) rather than paving to preserve the
rural character of the area.
The deve 1aper was granted permission to use 5 contours on the prel imtnary ·
plans and was advised to make their request for the roadway variance as
part of the application for preliminary review.
1
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3. Public Hearing - Edes Subdivision - Final Approval
Mr. Snitger reviewed the status of the project, indicating everything had
been filed at the prior meeting with the exception of the information regarding the letter of credit from the Town Manager based upon review of
the engineer's submission and that the Board had received a -letter from
the Town Manager dated 10/21/86 accepting a bond of $130,000 .· Mr . Snitger
further indicated that the developer had not appeared to have requested a
sidewalk waiver as part of the application and the plans do not show sidewalks, but that a waiver may be appropriate . The Town Attorney has reviewed
the declaration of rights and responsibilities and was satisfied with the
·
9/16/86 revisions .
Mr . Gotto, representing the developer, reviewed previous Board concerns
(soil suitability, septic systems, underground utility waiver and lack of
DEP involvement) and further reviewed with the Board the location of and
alternate sites for septic systems , location of wells in relation to
leachbeds, maintenance and responsibilities for detention pond on Lot #1,
and frost wall/on slab construction for Lot #7 .
No public comments were received .
Mr . Snitger proposed the following Findings of Fact:
1. The Subdivision consists of 19 . 5 acres located in the rural residential
zone .
2. The plan consists of 8 house lots with lot sizes from a minimum of
60,141 to a maximum of 166,832 square feet per lot .
3. The site is not located over a designated Town aquifer per Section 400
of the Zoning Ordinance .
4o The on-site sewage disposal proposal was found acceptable by the Town

Plumbing Inspector and by the State Department of Human Services .

5. The privately maintained subdivision drainage system and the engineering
calculations, as modified, have been reviewed and found to be acceptable
by Soil Conservation Service.
6. The proposed easements and restrictions concerning drainage submitted by
the developer have b~en approved by the Town Attorney .

7. The developer has submitted a report of availability of alternate sites
for waste disposal from a soil scientist .

8. The Town Manager has reviewed the proposal and recommended a bond or
letter of credit for public improvements in the amount of $130,000.
9. That Lot #7's foundation cannot be gravity drained .
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10 . The developer has requested waivers for undergrbund util i ties and
sidewalks. ··

Mr . Snitger moved that the Findings of Fact be accepted as proposed .
Mrs . Thurber seconded .

Vote: Unanaimous

Mr . Snitger suggested that the following conditions of approval be accepted .
1. That the easements and restrictions concerning the drainage system be
placed on record in the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds, specifically
referred to in each initial conveyance of any lot in the subdivision from
the owner, land developer, and clearly noted on the plan with registry
reference.
2. Lot #7 of the subdivision shall be restricted to slab on grade or frost
wall construction, and the plan shall be so noted .
3. That a bond or letter of credit in the amount of $130,000 be provided
prior to plan release for recording .
4. That the developer be granted a waiver of below-ground utilities and
sidewalks within the subdivision.
After discussion, Mr. Snitger moved that final plans for Edes Subdivision
be approv~d as submitted and amended subject to the conditions suggested .
Mr . Blanchard seconded.

Vote: 3 in favor
1 abstention (M. Robinson)

4. Pub 1i c Hearing - The Sanctuary - Fina 1 .Approva 1
Mr. Snitqer reviewed the status of the project indicating that the application was tabled at the last meeting pending re-design of the Route 88 entrance Island, adjustment to final plan indicating revised pond cross-section
and description- including E.C. Jordan review , approved easements from the
Town and Portland Water District regarding access and maintenance of the
sewer and water system and DOT approval of the road entrance and easements
for the Route 88 sewer connections.
Representatives for the developer reviewed the design and engineering for the
~.ew pond including aeration and liner, the Route. 88 . entrance island . wh_
ich was
narrowed from 20' to 12 and indicated that .the necessary drainage easements
and a condi ti oria i permit. from DOT had been -completed for Route '88 uti 1 i ti es.
1

,

A representative of E.C. Jordan reviewed the engineering for the pond design
and Board and public concerns discussed included the pond size and aeratipn,
the lack of a traffic study, screen buffering and bonding requirements .
Mr . Snitger proposed the following Findings of Fact for the applicants plan
as amended 9/16/86:
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1. The developer has proposed a subdivision of 10.2 acres in the low density residential zone, which is not located over an aquifer per Section
400 of the Zoning Ordinance.

2. The Board has previously approved cluster housing for this subdivision
pursuant to Section 409 of the Cumberland Zoning Ordinance by decision
dated August 19, 1986.
3. The Town has granted the developer 1 sewer user units and the subdivision
is serviced by public water.
4. The sewer collection system, drainage system and pond design have been
reviewed and approved by the Town Engineers.
5. The developer has received the necessary preliminary DOT approval for
utility permits for the drainage along and under Route 88.
6. The road entrance to Route 88 has substantial site distance and the Town
Engineer and the Public Works Director have app~oved the entrance design
as modified.
7. The Board has granted waivers for a 22 foot, instead of a 24 foot, paved
road width in the road ri.ght-of-way, and for less than a 200 foot tangent
section.
8. The water and sewage utilities have been located within the 50 foot road

right-of-way.

9. A solid waste contract has been filed with the Board.
10. Easements for drainage and utilities have been approved by the Town Attorney.
11. The subdivision will not have an adverse effect on Route 88 traffic.
12. The Manager has recommended a bond or a letter of credit in the amount of
$300,000 for construction of public improvements.

After -discussi.on; Mr. Snitger moved that the Findings of Fact be accepted as
proposed.
Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Blanchard moved that final plans as submitted and amended 9/16/86 for
The Sanctuary be approved subject to the following:
1. That the developer file with the Town a bond or a letter of credit in
the amount of $300,000 prior to release of the final plan for recording.
2. That the developer file final DOT street opening and utility permits for
the drainage along and under Route 880
Mrs. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous
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5. Public Hearing - Cumberland Fairways - Final Approval
Mr. Snitger reviewed the status of the developer's final application pursuant to receiving preliminary approval and djscessions ·with the Board at
the September meeting regarding the Town Engineer's recommendations concerning the Railroad crossing and the Town Attorney's review of the groundlease.
Mr. Snitqer summarized meetings he had with the Developer, Town Attorney and
Town~Engineer concerning areas still p~nding prior to final approval being
granted.
Mr. Oulton reviewed with the Board reasons for adjustments to the easement
for a right-of-way on his proposed lot and representatives for the developer
reviewed the drainage concerns, railroad crossing and underpass~ including
location, height~ design proposals, maintenance and utilities, CMP line crossing, Water District eas~ment/agreement and Roadway network.
After much discussion relative to the options available to the Board in
making its decision on final approval and the developer's desire to ~egin
the project, Mr. Robinson moved that any decision regarding Cumberland
Fairways be tabled until after a Special Workshop, Tuesday, November 4,
1986 at 8: 00 PM with the Town Engineer and Attorney p·r esent to discuss
areas of concern with representatives of the developer.
Mrs. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

6. Subdivision Revision - Lawrence Crane Subdivision
,Qr. Crane reviewed with the Board his reasons for requesting a revision to
his previously approved subdivision. He requested a change be made in the
cul-de-sac at the end of Island Pond Road between lots #6 and #7 to allow
property owners access to a pond located on his adjacent property and, also,
a change in the property lines of Lot #2 and the adjacent Hamlin property
subsequent to his proposed purchase of a portion of Lot #2.
The Board Indicated there was no problem with the first request~ but would
request a legal opinion r·egarding the second as Dr. Crane does not own the
land on either side of the land in question.
Mrs. Thurber moved to table approval pending review by the Town Attorney.
The motion failed to get a second. Dr. Crane. then ~ithdrew the request to
change the lot lines at Lot #2.
Mrs. Thurber moved that the Board approve the change for the cul-de-sac between lots #6 and #7 as shown on the 3 rd amended subdivision plan dated
10/2/86 and that the proposed change at Lot #2 be deleted.
1

Mr. Blanchard seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Dr. Crane to submit a corrected plan for signature by the Board.
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7. Preliminary Review - Meadow Lane Subdivision
Mr. Snitger reviewed the procedures for subdivision review under the new
Ordinance and the d~veloper's application checklist to determine if the
Board had received a completed application. Except for the following, the
application was considered complete:
1. No deed giving book and page reference;

2. No lot numbers shown ·on submitted plan;
3. No indication of permanent or temporary markers on submitted plan; and
4. The lot size indicated for Lot #11 (22,188) less than the minimum l-0t
size required.
Mr, Snitger indicated that the developer was requesting a waiver of sidewalks and read department head reports for the project.
Mr. Snitqer moved that the Board accept the application as substantially
complete pending:
1. the f1ling of a deed; and

2. the filing of a corrected plan showing lot numbers, correct lot size
for Lot #11 and identification of permanent and temporary markers on
the plan.
Mrs. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Representatives for the developer reviewed changes made to the plan for an
18 lot subdivision - including additional planting along Tuttle Road, changed
road length~ shortened cul-de-sac, added turnaround, 50' right-of-way easement to the Bragg .property, change in drqinage cou.rse between lots rather
than across them, sidewalk construction·; requested .waivers ·for roadway width
of 24' ·rather than 30 1 and no. sidewalks, and ut i 1t i es.
No action was necessary. A site inspection will be scheduled prior to the
next meeting in November when a public hearing will be held for Preliminary approval.
E. Administrative Matters and Corresponence
1. Review of Airport Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance

Mr. Snitger reviewed the Airport Amendment to the Zoning Ordinance as
presented in the most recent draft from COG for the Board's consideration
and recommendation to the Council. (Draft dated 10/10 and 10/16, 1986)
Mr. Blanchard moved that the proposed airport amendment to the Zoning Ordinance be submitted to the Council.
Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous
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1.A. Review of proposed Zoning and Subdivision Ordinance amendments
Mr. Snitger reviewed the following proposed changes:
1. Site Plan review provisions to provide for filing fees and time table
(206.2.1).
2. Addition of a subdivision revision proposal in Schedule B of the Subdivision Ordinance.
3. Changes to Section 4.3 and 4o4 to require submission of the completed
application checklist with the application for final or preliminary
plan approval of Minor and Major subdivisions.
4o Proposal that Section 422 of the Zoning Ordinance dealing with "Sanitary
Standards be re-titled "Sewage Di sposa-1 Standards and amending sec.
422.2 and adding sec. 422.3.
11

11

Mrs. Thurber moved that the proposed amendments be referred to the Council.
Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

2. Consideration of change of zoning requests.
Request from Barry Riddle and Jonathan Burr for changes in zoning were
tabled t© a workshop meeting, Tuesday, November 4, 1986 at 7:00PM.
F. Adjournment
Mr. Robinson moved that the meeting be adjourned. Mrs. Thurber seconded.
Adjourned 11:45PM
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF MEEIING
NOVEMBER 18, 1986
Present : Kenneth Snitger, Nancy Tl1urber, Richard Blanchard, Douglas Damon,
Mark Robinson and Robert Littlefield, CEO.
Absent: John Sevee, Kaile Warren, Jr.
The meeting was called to order at

7:05PM ~

C. Minutes of the Prior Meeting
Mr . Blanchard moved that the minutes of the October 21, 1986 meeting be accepted as writtP.n .
Mrs. Thurber seconded .

Vote: Unanimous

8. Hearings and Presentations
1. Public Hearing - Falmouth Country Club/Cumberland Fairways - Phase I
Final Approval
Mr. Snitger reviewed the status of the project - including the tabeling of
a decision from the last meeting, the November 1, 1986 workshop, developer's
request to phase the project wi~h phase I being the 12 lots on the west side
of Winn Road and materials still to be presented by the developer .
Mr . Hassett ' reviewed concerns of the Board including ~ reasons for seeking
phased approval , problems in obtaining a rai lroad crossing agreement with
Maine Ceatral Railroad, Phase I and Phase II infra-structure regarding
water and sewer installations, Falmouth Planning Board approval, letter of
credit for Phase I, name change and waste discharge license .
Attorney Ward~ representing the Developer, reviewed the status of the CMP
pedestrian access easement with reference to a letter from CMP dated November· 18, 1986, conditior1s placed by the Falmouth Planning Board, Portland
Water District confirmation of service for Cumberland portion, solid waste
disposal , letter of credit and exhibit A to the groundlease.
Board questions and concerns addressed included CMP letter•of November 18,
1986, location of school bus shelter, Portland Water District report, sewer
easements and permits, and recommendation of the Town Manager regarding a
letter of credit for Phase I of 280,000 .
No public comments were received.
Mr. Snitger and Town Attorney Leahy suggested the following Findings of Fact
be considered prior to final approval being granted:
1. The applicant proposes a 12 lot single family cluster subdivision in a
rural residential zone located on the west side of Winn Road in Cumberland,
formerly captioned Cumberlands Fairways Subdivision, and recently adjusted
to Falmouth Country Club, Phase I, said final plan being dated November 18,
1986.
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2. The applicant received approval from this Board for cluster housing for the
lots on the west side of Winn Road on March 20, 1986, which decision was adjusted and amended by the Board on May 20, 1986. The net residential acreage
decision of this Board · included land located westerly of a strip of land owned
by Central Maine Power Company, the access to which required a right to cross
Central Maine Power land.
3. The Board has received a letter of commitment from Central Maine Power to
grant a recordable easement to the developer for the providing of pedestrian
access across the CMP parcel.
4. The applicant proposes a waste treatment facility to be located in the Town
of Falmouth for the servicing of the waste water from this Subdivision.
5. The Board has received a copy of the Town of Falmouth's approval of the Subdivision project in Falmouth, including the waste water treatment facility, and
the Board has received a copy of the approval of the waste water facility from
the Department of Environment~l Protection by letter dated August 5, 1986, with
conditions.
6. The Boarq has not received a copy of the Department of Environmental Protection Waste Water License Permit regarding the treatment facility.
7. The applicant has not provided the Board with a copy of an easement of commitment to grant an easement from the Department of Transportation regarding
a sewer main to be located in the Winn Road right-of-way leading from the project to the Falmouth treatment plant.
8. The Board therefore determines that, upon receipt of the DEP waste water
discharge license and easement from the Department of Transportation, the applicant has provided for adequate sewage waste disposal, the project will not
result in undue water or air pollution, will not adversely affect the quality
or quantity of ground water, and will not place an unreasonable burden on any
municipal sewage disposal service.
9. The applicant has received approval for the soil erosion plan and surface
water drainage from the Soil Conservation Service and from the Town Engineer.
10. The Board therefore determines that the project will not cause unreasonable
soil erosion or reduction in the capacity of the land to hold water so that a
dangerous or unhealthy condition results.
11. The applicant has provided the Board with a solid waste disposal contract
agreement, however, specific coverage for residence lots in the Town of Cumberland is not clearly provided.

12. The Town Manager and Town Engineer have recommended that a letter of credit
for $280,000 be posted for the road and utility improvements in Phase I of the
Falmouth ~ountry Club, and the form of the letter of credit submitted by the
applicant has been approved by the Town Attorney.
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13. The applicant has provided the Board with a letter from the Portland Water
District indicating that adequate water service and pressure wi'll be available
to the Subdivision, however, a contract commitment for the supply of water has
not been provided.
14. The Board determines that the applicant has sufficient water available for
the reasonablv foreseeable needs of the Subdivisi-0n and will not overburden the
existing water supplies so long as a contract commitment for water service is
obtained.
15. The applicant has proposed a sc~ool bus stop shelter at the intersection of
.inn Road, which school bus pick-up locathe proposed Hazeltine Drive and th~ W
tion has been approved by the SuP,er\int~ndent of Schools.
16. The Board detPrmines that the ~evelnpment will not adversely affect the
quality of any stream of water located within 250 feet of the Subdivision, and
specifically the east branch of the Piscataquis River.
17. The applicant has provided the Board with a copy of Exhibit A to the ground
lease between the Homeowners Association and the Falmouth Country Club.
18. The Board determines that the Subdivision is in conformance with the Zoning
Ordinance, Subdivision Ordinance and Comprehensive Plan: and will not overburden municipal services.
19. The applicant has requested a waiver of sidewalks within the development and
has proposed a 4 foot wide paved shoulder walkway along the proposed Hazeltine
Drive.
20. The Board determines that the development will not cause unreasonable public
road congestion or unsafe conditions with respect to use of public roads existing or proposed.
21. The applicant has provided evidence of adequate. financial and technical
capacity to meet the required performance of the Board's approval.
After discussion of the Findings of Fact, Mr. Blanchard moved that the Findings of Fact as previously .presented relative to Phase I of the Falmouth Country
Club project on the west side of Winn · Road be accepted.
Mrs. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Snitger and Attorney Leahy recommended the following conditions be placed
on final approval for Phase I:
1. The applicant shall obtain and file with the Town Engineer, copy to the Town
Manager, approval of the Maine Department bf Transportation for necessary easements and permits for the installation of sewer lines and appurtenant facilities
in the Winn Road.
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2. The applicant shall obtain and file with the Town Engineer, copy to the Town
Manager, a signed agreement between the applicant and the Portland Water Distric~
committing the Portland Water District to supply water to the project in accordance with the Portland Water District study as set forth in the Portland Water
District letter of October 2, 1986 0
3. The applicant shall ribtain and file with the Town Engineer, copy to the Town
Manager, a copy of the final DEP approval for the waste discharge license referred to in the conditional approval of the Department of Environmental Protection Order dated August 5, 1986.
4. The applicant shall obtain and file in the Cumberland County Regi~try of
Deeds, copy to the Town Manager~ a pedestrian easement granting rights to cross
and re-cross the Central Maine Power strip of land presently dividing applicant's
land on the westerly side of the Winn Road.
5. The applicant shall obtain and : file with the Town MaRager a clarification,
by amendment or letter, of its contract for private disposal of solid waste to
include all solid waste generated by Cumberland lnt owners.
6. Evidence of satisfaction of the five above conditions shall be obtained by
applicant prior to the commencement of any construction and prior to the issuance of any building permits, and upon satisfactory completion of the five
referenced conditions, the Town Manager shall acknowledge completion of same
in a written document in a form recordable in the Cumberland County Registry
of Deeds.
~ The devel-opment shall . be constructed and operated in compliance with the plans,
maps, specifications and textual submissions of the applicant, including but not
1imited to:
a. The general Declaration of Covenants and Restrictions to be filerl in
the Cumberland County Registry of Deeds and with the Code Enforcement
Officer;

b. The ground lease between the Homeowners Association and the Falmouth
Country Club; and
c. The Operational Manual -submitted in regard to the subsurface waste
water disposal system on file with the Code Enforcement Officer.
8. Prior to release of the signed final plan, the applicant shall submit a letter of credit in the amount of $280,000, in the form and upon the terms and
conditions as approved by the Town Manager and Town Attorney.
After discussion 6f the recommended conditions, ~r. Blanchatd mov~d that final
Aoproval for Phase I of the Falmouth Country Club be granted subject to the
previously presented conditions.
Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

** Mr. Robinson advised the Developer that materials for Phase II consideration
must be received prior to the deadline or he
tabled until the next meeting.
·
** added subsequeAt to Board vote 12/16/86

wo~ld

move that any action be
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2. Public Hearing - Meadow Lane Subdivision - Preliminary Approval
Mr. Snitger reiterated the Boards earlier finding that the developer's application was acce pted as complete and that final plans for preliminary approval
had been received.
1

Mr. Dewan and Mr. Brid~es, representing the developer, reviewed with the Board
changes made in ·the plan since the last meeting, including issues raised at
the site walk, drainage eas~ments~ revised design and modification to stormwater drainage systems, pedestrian easement in the mode of ·a 12'-14' foot
bridge, specifics of Lot #9 drainage and buildability, use of a 5' paved strip
for pedestrian use a1ong roadway, water and sewer utility connecti ans and potential afeas of flooding.
Board questions and concerns addressed included proposed roadway with a paved
pedestrian wa 1kway, drainage easement maintenance, proposed . pedestrian ·bridge·
maintenance, 20' ·planting screen easement along Tuttle Road as well as . plantings
alqng the proposed roadway and -the western boundary of the project, street lighting, use of below ground utilities and the buildability of lots.
Public concerns addressed centered on drainage and water flows.
Mr, Snitger suggested the Board adopt the following Findings of Fact:
1. The applicant proposes 18 single family residential lots in a medium
density residential zone consisting of a parcel containing approximately 18.4
acres, as shown on the applicant's plan datPd October 7, 1986, as revised on
November 4~ 1986.

2. The applicant has requested a waiver of the road width to a 22 foot paved
road surface, the waiver of sidewalks along the proposed road utilizing instead
a paved shoulder of 5 feet in width fdentified by white striping, and has also
requested a waiver of curbing so as to maintain the rural character.
3. The app1icant proposes the creation of a Town road by the name of Meadow
which would feed to Tuttle Road over another proposed Town Road entitled
Meadow Way.
Lane~

4. It appears that due to water table elevations throughout the Subdivision,
wall with slab-at-grade would be the appropriate foundation construction
on the majority of the .1ots.
frp~t

5. The applicant has furnished the Board with a high-intensity soil survey.
6. The applicant has been granted 18 sewer-user units from the Town of
Cumberland.
7. The applicant proposes that the draina9e swales, pedestrian walkway,
and pedestrian bridge located at the rear of lot #9, be maintained by the Town.
8. The applicant proposes providing a sidewalk along the easterly side of
Meadow Way to the intersection of Meadow Lane for pedestrian access from the
Subdivision to the reserved easement for a sidewalk along the southerly side
of The Meadows, an adjacent subdivision.
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After discussion of the suggested Findings of Fact~ Mr. Snitger moved that the
proposed Findings of Fact be adopted as previously presented.
Mr. Damon seconded:

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Snitger suggested the following conditions be placed upon preliminary
approval if grahted:
1. The p1an wi 11 be subject to require review and approva 1 by, and a reoort
from the Town Engineer of the drainage proposal and calculations, of the roadway grades in comparison with proposed driveway and house lot grades and elevations, of the sewer collector system and connection to the forced sewer main,
of the potential ~rosion in the area of the existing sewer easement near lot #9,
and review of the suitability of the lots for housing in accordance with the
definition of net residential acreage and provisions of Section 7.7 of the Subdivision Ordinance.

2. Subject to the filing by ·the applicant of a solid waste disposal plan.
3. Subject to review by the Soil Conservation Service of the erosion control
and storm water management plan.
4. Subject to approval of fire hydrant locations by the Fire Chief and Portland Water District.
5. Subject to providing a letter from the Water District indicating that an
adequate supply of water will be available to the Subdivision which will not
cause an unreasonable burden on existing water supplies.
6. Subject to review and approval of a U necessary easements to be granted
to the Town and/or the Water District for drainage and utilities, by the Town
Engineer, Town Attorney and the Water District.
7. Subject to the filinq of a final grading plan which has been reviewed and
approved by the Town Engineer.
Bo Subject to approval of the final plan lot layout~ placement of a requested
20 foot planting screen easement along Tuttle Road, and approval with respect to
Subdivision O~dinance considerations set out in Section 7.9 and 7oll.

9. Subject to approval by the Board of the final sidewalk plan for the subdivision and the filing of a written commitment with respect to the construction
of a sidewalk off site.
10. Subject to approval by the Board of a,.planting plan for the Subdivision including plantings along or within the right-of-way of Meadow Lane and/or along
the rear of the westerly lots.
11. Subject to approval by the Town of the proposed Town maintenance of the
drainage easements, pedestrian walkways and bridges, and evidence that the Subdivision will not caus~ an unreasonable burden on the ability of the Town to
provide municipa1 service to the proposed public improvements.
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12. Subject to review of a traffic study to be presented by the developer.
13. The Board grants the requested sidewalk, curbing and street width waivers.
14. Subject to the filing of a letter recommending bonding requirements for
the project from the Town Manager and/or Town Engineer.
15. Subject to the filing of an appropriate easement for access by the developer over a proposed public way by the name of Meadow Way for travel by vehicles,
pedestrians and the laying of utility lines.
16. Subject to the presentation of adequate evidence by the developer so that
the Board may make a positive finding of the items required by Section I of the
Subdivision Ordinance.
Mr. Damon moved that Preliminary approval for Meadow Lane Subdivision be granted
subject to the previously presented conditions:
Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

3. Pre-application - Higgins Realty - Dennis Corcoran - Valley Road
Mr. Snitger reviewed the reasons and purposes for pre-application review.
Mr. Corcoran reviewed for the Board plans to create a 10 lot single family
development on the Valley Road, indicating that test pits were suitable,
drainage appeared adequate and discussions held with DEP to determine if
their approval is necessary.
Board concerns discussed included site locations for houses as 7 of 10
test pits appeared to be marginal, proposed development over an aquifer
protection area, miniumum lot sizes, the proposed 50 foot right-of-way
with a 24 foot paved width, need for a 70 foot radius for the cul-de-sac,
high intensity soil survey requirement, and adequate site distance at the
Valley Road intersection .
The developer was informed that drainage and ·soil erosion plans would need
to be reviewed by Soil Conservation Service and that a site vis.i t would be
scheduled after the application was accepted as complete.
4. Mrs. Thurber moved that the 10:30 cut-off time be waived to act on a. Site
Plan Review request of Jerald Copp.
Mr~

Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Site Plan Review - Jerald Copp - Garage Addition
Mr. Copp reviewed with the Board plans to construct a garage addition to
his pre~ent business at the intersection of Gray and Skillings and his request that the Board waive sections .2.2.8 and .3.6 of Section 206 Site
Plan Review.
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Board concerns reviewed included underground storage or any storage of oil
or oil by-products,. fencing and security lighting.
Mr. Snitger indicated that the application was complete and filed in accordance with Section 206, the applicant proposed no chinqe in use and that
waivers of sections .2.2.8 regarding topography and .3.6 environmental considerations were approp~iate.
Mrs. Thurber moved that Site Plan approval for ·C0pp Motors, Inc. application
dated November 3, 1986 be granted subject to the following:
1. The applicant to maintain existing fence gate from the oresent building to the fence line;
·

2. The applicant shall replace existing fence along the Kinney property
line with .a chain link-cedar slat fence for a minimum distance of 150 feet
along Property boundary; and
3. The Board waives the filing requirements of Section 206.2.2.8 and
206.3.6.

Mr. Robinson seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

5. Pre-application - Donald Belanqer - Pleasant Valley Road

Pursuant to the Board's Administrative Procedures, this item was tabled to
the December 16, 1986 meeting.
E. Administrative Matters and Correspondence
1. Special Meeting - Chebeague Island - December 6, 1986
The Board discussed theproposed meeting for Barry Riddle's request to
operate a garage in the Island Residential Zone. A determination is required as to whether this would require a zone change or Site Plan Review.
Town Attorney Cole has been asked to make an interpretation for the
Council's next meeting. A public hearing will be scheduled for Saturday
morning, December 6, 1986 at the Chebeague Island Public Safety Building
to act on this application. A site visit will take place prior to the
meeting.
2. Jonathan Burr - Zone change request

Mr. Burr was advised that he would be placed on the agenda for the December
16, 1986 meeting for a public hearing regarding his requesto
F. Adjournment
Mr. Robinson moved that the meeting be adjourned.
Adjourned 11~:258
~
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Mr. Blanchard seconded .

CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF MEETING
DECEMBER 16, 1986
Present: John Sevee, Kenneth Snitger, Nancy Thurber, Richard Blanchard,
Douglas Damon, Mark Robinson, Kaile Warren, Jr., and Robert
Littlefield, CEO.
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 PM.
C. Minutes of the Prior Meeting
Mr. Blanchard moved to amend the minutes of the November 18 meeting by
deleting the phrase ••• frost wall with slab at grade
page 5, item #4
of the Findings of Fact and add ••• sub-grade basements would not
11

11

•••

11

11

Mr. Robinson seconded.

••••

Vote: Three in favor
Two opposed (J~Sevee and K. Snitger)
Kaile Warren abstained

Mr. Robinson moved to amend the minutes of the November 18 meeting by adding
the following to the record regarding Dictar Associates: Mr. Robinson advised
the Developer that materials for Phase II consideration must be received prior
to the deadline or he would move that any action be tabled until the next
meeting.
Mrs. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Snitger moved to amend the minutes of the November 18 meeting by changing
the word lane page 7, item #15 to laying
11

11

Mr. Robinson seconded.

11

11

Vote: Unanimous

Mr. Robinson moved that the minutes of the November 18, 1986 meeting be
approved as amended. Mrs. Thurber seconded.
Mr. Blanchard moved to reconsider his orginal motion to amend the Findings
of Fact and that it be withdrawn.
Mrs. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Vote on original motion to approve the minutes as amended: Unanimous
B. Hearings and Presentations
1. Pre-Application - Donald Belanger - Pleasant Valley Road
Mr. Belanger discussed with the Board plans to develop a 10 lot subdivision
known as Sturbridge Estates on a 55 acre parcel in the Rural Residential
Zone ~ Mr. Belanger indicated each lot would be in excess of 5 acres and
have adequate frontage to meet the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance.
Items reviewed included soil survey reports, prcposed house construction
prior to subdivision approval, requested waivers for sidewalks and curbing
and roadway length, pending property survey5 location of streams, street
lighting and on-site sewage disposal.

\

/
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Public c6rcerns addressed included suitability of soils, zoning and plumbing code requirements and brook location. Mr. Belanger was advised a site
visit would be scheduled upon receipt of a completed application and prior
to a hearing~.for Preliminary approval.,
2. Jonathan Burr - Zone change request
Mr. Burr reviewed his request to re-zone a parcel from Industrial to
Rural Residential to allow him to develop a homesite along Middle Road.
Mr ~ Snitger indicated that the proposed parcel is surrounded on the North,
South and East by residential use property and CMP's power line on the rear,
no strong opposition to the change in use has been received and Industrial
use of the proposed parcel may be incompatible with existing uses in the
area.

Mr. Snitger moved that the Beard recommend to the Council that the parcel
be changed from Industrial to Rural Residential.
Mr. Robinson seconded.
3. Anderson's Associates -

Vote: Unanimous
Pre~Preliminary

- Glenview Subdivision

Mr. Snitger removed himself from discussions on this item.
Chairman Sevee informed the Board that the developer had submitted an application for a major 36 lot subdivision in the Rural Residential Zone on
Blanchard Road and reviewed the application checklist. The following items
need to be provided to make the application fully -complete:
1. Drawings to include date as required.
2. Use of 2 foot contours as required unless a waiver is requested to
allow 5 foot contours,(2'contours suggested by Planning Board due to topo)
3. Numbers included to indicate, name and location of adjacent property
owners.
4. Roadway widths shown on plans.
5. Location of sidewalks, if any, unless waiver of sidewalks is requested.
No formal presentation by the developer was made. Mr. Doug Anderson was present to address Board concerns including the reserved life estate parcel, €Xempted ~acre parcel, roadway, lot sizes, soil tests, street lightirig, extension of Portland Water District line and drainage basins and easements.
No public comments were receiveda A site ·waik was scheduled for 8:00 AM,
Saturday, January 10, 1986 to inspect the site a
Mr. Snitger re-joined the Boarda
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4. Pre-Application - Euclid Ambler

As~ociates

- Harris Road

Peter Hoglund met with the Board to discuss plans to develop a subdivisfon' ona 86 acre parcel in the Rural ResidenUal Zone · on . the Harris Road
to be knowh as fieldstone .

Mr ~

Pd or to the Board taking any action regarding an ·· application for approval
of this subdivision, the Board requested that the. issue of the status -0f the
Harris Road be resolved .to determine ff access is available to the proposed
subdivision roadway~ Mr. Hogiund informed the Board that a declaratory judgment was being sought on this issue.
5. Pre-Application - James H. Price

~

Harris/Range Way

Mr. Price reviewed with the Board plans to create a 15 lot subdivision on a
50 acre parc~l in the Rural Residential Zone, his position as regards the
Harris Road issue and plans to construct a home on the site regardless if
subdivision approval is sought.
The Board reiterated its posihon regarding any development along Harris
Road until the status of the'·:Ue;~ris ·:jtoad is determined.
6. Subdivision Revision - Peter Moore - Hillside Avenue
Mr. Blanchard removed himself from discussions on this item.
Mr. Moore reviewed with the Board plans to subdivide his existing Lot #2 of
Fal1 Brook Meadows subdivision on Hillside Avenue to create a new 2.8 acre
lot meeting lot size and frontage requirements.
Concerns reviewed included test pits and the need for approval by the State
of a special waste disposal site to serve the p~~cel.
Mr. Snitger moved to approve the amendment to Fall Brook Meadows subdivision
as depicted on plans dated 12/3/86 subject to approval by the Department of
Human Services and the Town's Plumbing Inspector of the waste disposal site.
Mr. Damon seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

7. Atlantic Options - Pre-preliminary - Whitney Farm Estates
Linden Keck of Portland Design Team and Mr. Hoffman reviewed with the Board
plans to develope an 8 lot major subdivision on a 94 acre parcel in the
Rural Residential zone on Range Road. Mr. Keck informed the Board that the
developer was withdrawing a request to use gravel finish on .. the 1600 foot
roadway indicating it would be paved and built to Town standards. Mr. Hoffman
reviewed the drainage and water flows for pre and post development of the
site and proposed ways to alleviate potential flooding of Range Road.
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Topics discussed included lot sizes, soil conditions, utility easements for
Mobile Oil and Northern Utilities, unrecorded Town easement for access to
the pond, extension of public water to service the development and the need
to further assess the traffic impact on the Range Road/Route 100 intersection.
No public comments were received. Chairman Sevee informed the Board that
the application was complete as submitted and a site walk was scheduled for
B:OOAM Saturday, January 17, 1986 and a public hearing for Preliminary approval will be scheduled for the January 20 meeting.
E. Administrative Matters and Correspondence
Matters discussed included:
• Need to hold a workshop session regarding the Council's appeal of Cluster
Housing Provisions from the Zoning Ordinance. The Board will await a formal request from the Council before reviewing Ordinance changes •
• Further revision of the Comprehensive Plan on hold pending the hiring of a
Town Planner •
• Taping of Board Meetings. A request to the Council to provide funding for an
appropriate system for use by a 11 Boards and Committees wi 11 be made •
• Flooding of Route 100/26 in the area of Atlantic Telecommunications as a result of recent construction and regrading was discussed •
• Chairman Sevee informed the Board of a draft letter received from Jody Smith
of the Cumberland County Soil & Water Conservation District stipulating conditions under which it will work with developers and the Town to review soil
and drainage information for a proposed subdivision .
• Division of Board responsibilites among Board members for review of subdivision applications •

J

• The Board expressed its thanks and appreciation to Mr. Blanchard for his
many years of service to the Board and Town.
F. Adjournment
Mr. Robinson moved that the meeting be adjourned. Mr. Damon seconded. Adjourned
11:05PM.
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CUMBERLAND PLANNING BOARD
MINUTES OF MEETING
DECEMBER 20, 1986
Present: Nancy Thurber, Mark Robinson, John Sevee and Kaile Warren
Absent:

Kenneth Snitger, Douglas Damon and Richard Blanchard

The meeting was called to order at 10:15 AM at the Chebeague Island Public
Safety Building for the purpose of holding a public hearing to consider
Barry Riddle's request for Site Plan Review on North Road.
Chairman Sevee reviewed the application and brought the public up to date on
Mr. Riddle s proposal to operate a garage. Mr. Riddle then reviewed his proposal and requested a waiver on sections 206.2.8-.13. The Board had no questions
for Mr. Riddle, however concern regarding the placement of the tank over an
aquifer and traffic flow was -expressed.
1

The meeting was opened to the public for their comments and concerns. Among
topics discussed were gasoline storage, traffic flow, removal of present
tanks, design of dyke around proposed tank, and possible evergreen buffer
along the North boundary of the property.
Chairman Sevee read letter received by the Board from residents of the Island
regarding the proposal.
Chairman Sevee read the following Findings of Fact:
1. The lot consists of 1.7 acres and is located in the Island Residential
District.
2. The proposed gasoline service station is permitted in the Island Residential
District.
3. The proposed development has received approval from the Board of Adjustment
and Appeals on December 4, 1986.
4. The site is in compliance with the standards and setbacks set forth in Section 204.4 of the Zoning Ordinance.
5. The site is located in an Aquifer Protection District.
6. The proposed entrance drives are 75 feet apart and at least 15 feet from the
side property boundaries. The proposed southerly drive will be an entrance
only.
7. At least 300 feet of site distance is available along the North Road from
the proposed driveways.
8. The proposed lighting is adequate for the intended use and will not have an
adverse impact on abutterso
9. The proposed gasoline storage tank is above ground and will have a spill
containment area to prevent spillage on the ground.
Mr. Sevee moved to approve, as proposed, the gasoline service station to be
operated by Barry Riddle along the North Road subject to the following conditions:
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1. The Cumberland Fire Chief to review the gas storage tank layout and containment system and review the spill prevention and control plan provided
by the applicant.
2. The proposed south drive into the site to be used for entrance only and
the access road be at least 20 feet wide.
3. A one-way sign be posted at the southern driveway.
4. An evergreen tree planing buffer be placed along the northern edge of the
existing driveway and parking area starting 15 feet from the east edge of
the North Road and ending opposite the west side of the existing garage.
5. A low evergreen shrub buffer be planted for a distance of 50 feet along
the south driveway starting no closer than 15 feet from the east edge of
the North Road.
6. The waivers requested in Section 206.2.2 paragraphs .8 through .13 are
hereby granted.
Mrs. Thurber seconded.

Vote: Unanimous

Joh E. Sevee
Ch ·rman of the Board

